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A shak. Ji Zuerich, Switseriand The Chelan, like four other Coast Guard Cutters recently 

completed, is equipped with Westinghouse 
shakedown test, a rescue, turbine electric drive. 
and a hundred thrills i SS 

Aver of carefree Coast Guard oF had lost her propeller. The Chelan was 
sailors, and with them a Westing- 4 called to the rescue. And with her, of 

house man from the Boston Office, headed 1S course, went the Westinghouse man. 
in a “bum boat” for the cutter Chelan A Three days at top speed on tropical 
peacefully at anchor in the harbor of ‘ waters, the excitement of rescuing a help- 
Hamilton, Bermuda Islands. H. R. GOSS less crew, twelve days at a lazy towing 

Motor Design 
It had been an exciting shakedown University Minnesota, '20 speed, men overboard and a rescue at 

test-cruise. The Westinghouse turbine, sea—thrills like those come to many 
generator, motor and condensers had Westinghouse men in line with their 
functioned perfectly, the sea had yielded _ work at electrifying the world. 

: . i . . . 
up its bag of tricks, the Bermudas had ae For Westinghouse, in a commanding 
fascinated every soul. And soon they = position in electrical development, enters 
would be bound for home. So every field of industry where electricity 

But fate held new experiences in store. go is or may be employed. And 
Five hundred miles off the Azores, the - Westinghouse men get a taste of 
Newport, New York State training ship, C. M. WILLIAMS every brand of human activity. 

Auxiliary Switching Design 
University Illinois, '21 We ‘ ]
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me LIKE A BALL 

ia s f. wr 4 y Designed upon nature’s infallible laws of 
@& y “Y ’ " } . motion, the perfected ball bearing has proved 

bs _ : (pm itself invaluable to industry. For nothing rolls 

, Jw = a) like a ball—and no ball rolls easier, truer and 
gag § x ) with less friction than a marvelously accurate 
@ i @ sphere of highly polished steel. 

= m rf + Herein lies the reason for the unprecedented 

mae . demand that has made New Departure the 

a q world’s largest producers of anti-friction bear- 
gg Mame 84 ings for all industrial needs. 

1 iE : | Wherever mechanisms revolve, the New 
= cua Departure Ball Bearing has attained mastery 

¢ —— over friction, wear and high upkeep expense. 
paises | ee ’ Seeeitiagon: Makers of motor cars, airplanes, electric mo- 

yk w . tors, electric household appliances, machine 

a Ah tools, farm machinery, mining machinery and 
. Ta. = A many other devices that contribute to the 

& e A ’ ’!> ea world’s progress—have proved conclusively 

oo | a i: . | a that the New Departure Ball Bearing has the 

Waa \Y i i vom i a pre-eminent ability to give the utmost in serv- 
4 ke 4 ice regardless of speeds and loads. 

_ J So universally is this fact accepted that it 
: requires over 165,000 New Departure Ball 

Bearings daily to supply the demands of these 
manufacturers. 

THE NEW DEPARTURE MFG. COMPANY 
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 

The Largest Bearing Manufacturer in the World 
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Making Engineers Effective 
Some Thoughts on Engineering Education 

By Siwney J. WitiiaMs, g'08, C. E715 
Director, Public Safety Division 

National Safety Council, Chicago 

N f OST engineers admit that the world would be engineer out into life with a warped perspective which may 

better managed if they and their fellows had more seriously handicap him in his pursuit of success and hap- 

to say about it. They don’t get over a pained surprise piness. And that this defect of engineering education can 

that so large a majority of the be remedied. 

seats of the mighty, both govern- Working With Facts . . 

mental and other, are occupied What is the outstanding char- 

by lawyers, business men and the pe acteristic of all real engineers? 

like. And, with characteristic ob- _ Clearly it is a reverence for 

jectivity, engineering educators Se a facts —- meaning physical facts. 

‘and alumni have not hesitated 4 — The young engineer in college 

to turn the searchlight on them- oa <a ‘ and the older engineer in prac- 

selves and ask what is wrong. a os tice, when they face the problem 

Questionnaires have been dili- oe. ps of designing a bridge, a disposal 

gently circulated and conscienti- og oes plant or an airplane, give sole 

ously answered; faculties have , ee thought to discovering the facts 

conferred with graduates. Em- -. ee of the situation and executing 

ployers have said that they ie 8 y the design in accordance with 

wanted young men with “leader- aie 2 oo " these facts and with the laws 

ship” rather than with higher Br y of physics and chemistry. If 

mathematics. Deans, a bit puz on) a i two research engineers disagree 

zled, have observed that leaders a a as to some fact of electronic 

are born rather than made. so behavior they do not engage 

Finally the Society for the Pro Sidney J. Williams in public debate or in Wall 

motion of Engineering Education Street warfare; they go back to 

has undertaken its very exhaustive and most commendable _ their laboratories and seek for more facts. 

investigation. As a result, the confidence of the general public in the 

What Is Wrong. reliability of engineering judgment in our own field is al- 

most appalling. That is our strength and our glory, and 

Admittedly there is something wrong with engineers no true engineer would think of permitting the slightest 

or with their place in the modern world. What is wrong, lowering of our high professional standard of reverence 

and why? for facts. 

I submit that present-day engineering education is largely But are there no facts except those of the physical 

to blame; that it is one-sided and often sends the young _ sciences? For the young engineer in love, the “yes” or
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“no” of his beloved is the most important fact in the physical science as contrasted with human relations. In 
world. Later, the fact of having or not having a job, of our proper ambition to develop further his knowledge of 
receiving or missing promotion and an adequate income, and his reverence for physical facts, we too often do him 
are of vital importance to the young engineer. The supreme the great dis-service of stunting whatever ability he may 
facts of human life thus reside in the interaction of per- possess in the human field. By constantly directing his 

sonalities. attention to the laws of nature we lead him to have less 
Surely no argument is needed to demonstrate that @d less regard for the laws of human nature, Thus we, 

engineers find their most difficult problems in their rela- unwittingly of course, gradually develop in him the feeling 
tions with other men rather than in the laws of mechanics that a thing is so if the laws of physics and chemistry ee 
or the forces of nature. Read the lives of the great rail) It 1S. Long afterward he learns, often tragically, that a 
road builders, of the pioneers in any of the newer branches, bridge is not “so” until the board of directors of the rail- 
even of the “pure” inventors. Were not their decisive Toad company says it is so. 
successes the successes of courage, resourcefulness, diplom- 
acy, mastery of flagging bodies and spirits? In the Engineering College . . 

The Personal Qualities . . Why should not our engineering colleges impart the 
rudiments of the social as well as the physical sciences? Come down to lower levels. The young engineers does I am not speaking of cultural education, and certainly I 

not progress very far before he encounters the need of am not advocating an output of high-pressure go-getters, 
“selling” his opinions and ideas to some one else—a non- I am asking only that we give the young engineer, so far 
technical employer, a prospective client, a board of directors as we can, all the tools that he needs in his career. 
or what not. And how often, how tragically often, has a Teach him the laws of physical motion, but teach him 
perfectly sound idea, a perfectly competent engineer, re- . . 4 ; \ 
mained “unsold” through sheer blundering awkwardness! also the fest Taw of human motion on acuon namely, - : es that “no appeal to a reason that is not also an appeal to How often has an engineer of the highest qualities seen ad fective” Teach him & esent! ia case 
promotion go to a rival—successful because he “knew how * Want 3s aS scaye: each bam fo" prese 8 3: . ; * not from his own point of view but from that of his to get along with people”! : : ‘ listeners; to discover the unspoken reasons for the opposi- . It will hardly be questioned that these personal qualities tion of those whom he is trying to convince and to dispel 
unrelated to chemistry and physics are vital to the happiness the ignorance or prejudice on their part which is the 
and success of the engineer. But what has this to do with real obstacle to his success. Teach him something about 
engineering education? the underlying motives and influences that lead men to 

As has already been intimated, many engineers make action. 
the mistake of assuming that the only facts which require This does not mean any revolutionary change in the 
attention are physical facts. That is far from true. There present curriculum. It means perhaps omitting some of are biologic facts, psychological, social, economic facts. The the more highly specialized courses — specialties in which 
last-mentioned are beginning to receive some attention in one’s real education begins after graduation in any case. 
the training of engineers, the others hardly at all. The It means the study of English composition, not from the 
most important of these, from the standpoint of the present standpoint of classic style but as a medium of arousing 
inquiry, are the facts that have to do with the influencing interest, conveying information and persuading to action. 
of human. behavior. It means elementary instruction in public speaking from 

the same standpoint, which includes “public speaking” to 
Influencing Men... one or two as well as to a thousand. 

There is certainly an art, and there is the beginning of It means a course or two in modern applied psychology, 
a science, of influencing human behavior. The art is well and another in business economics. It means class projects 
understood, or at least practiced, by every lawyer, minister in designing (for example) a water-supply system as a 
or physician. It is taught in schools of law and of combined business and engineering problem, and then 
theology — to say nothing of the “psychology of advertis- demonstrating its worth to an assumed board of directors 
ing” and other commercial applications. No budding or city council. It means studying the lives and deeds of 
Blackstone hangs out his shingle without having received eminent engineers and analyzing the qualities which made 
instruction in the art of persuasion as well as in the them great and the methods by which they achieved suc- 
science of legal analysis. Nor does he employ this art cess, It means presenting to the young engineer the re- 
solely in moving juries to acquit the guilty; he uses it quirements and possibilities of the functional divisions of 
equally in effecting friendly settlements, in “engineering” his profession — research, design, management, sales, and 
a business consolidation or in achieving any sort of leader- the rest. It means discussion of all these matters in the 
ship in his community. student societies. 

We engineers, generally speaking, shut our eyes to all And it means that those who direct this work must 
this. The student by his very choice of an engineering themselves be well-rounded men who understand both their course gives evidence of his fondness for the field of subjects and their students.—Engineering News-Record. 
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A Great Economic Waste Has Been Removed 
By Engineers Through the Discovery of a 

Two Dimension Paper 
WaLtTER T. WILSON, m’°30 

Wee wuxtry! A revolutionary discovery has Thus when x is zero, the density is D, or unity. When x 
been made in the paper industry! The Wisconsin is unit thickness, dx or 1, the density is of course zero. 

Engineer is indeed fortunate to be able to give to its readers Therefore 
a description of this recent development, which is only . top. . 
now being presented to the trade papers, He total weight = {Dy Cee Tas ee 

One realizes how wasteful it is to write on only one pression is easily integrated, and becomes: 

| : sin? D Vt — be*/3 
a W =. i. The i is evidence of the 

A EX) bey, logyz 
BES) a s weight being imagina he absent sid RON al paper's weig eing imaginary on the absent side, or 

Y FV wrong side. The log in the above expression is, of course, oS —— ee «<i Vv A =o = the same one the Paper was made of. Thus it is seen 
TW that this one sided paper being so thin and light reduces 

Musa EN shipping expenses. In fact it is so light that one can 
notice it glow at night. If experiments now being con- 

% ducted are successful, we will be able to obtain quite strong 
The art of cribbing will now become a science. light by using several thicknesses, that is, of course, with 

the real side out. Perhaps you and I will see the time 
side of the paper for reports, themes, and so forth. There when this paper is used for walls and ceilings, and old 
is an enormous waste in the use of two sided wall paper, fashioned mazda lamps will be passe. 
when only one side is in active use. Only one side of If an object is wrapped in this paper with the wrapping 
wrapping paper serves any purpose. A one sided paper wrong side or imaginary side out, the outfit becomes in- 
has been developed. It has only two dimensions — two visible. This will be quite popular for surprise packages, 
dimensions broad by a half dimension thick (2x2xY)—2. such as Chicago pineapples. 

At first the paper was produced merely by splitting “ 

ordinary tissue paper. It is simple to see that that pro- ( » cc 
cedure involved several difficulties; so a second method was cs 

tried. A Hyland paper-stretcher was used to extend the L D in 

paper to infinitesimal thickness. This was a great im- a? 
provement, but was not quite satisfactory. The third i E 
method (this may sound like fiction, because three is the 4 

common poet’s and fairy tale number), and the one to be N ee J) | 
used in the near future in actual production, is to make the ) 

paper quite like any paper, only using single rollers instead | q ae = o 
of pairs of rollers. Of course ordinary three dimension pulp Ao nee acne SJ > ae 
will not do. The leaves of the African onion are quite 

satisfactory if first boiled in a dilute solution of hydrogen 
hydroxide. Jack Lacher, the chemical engineer, has devel- A suit of two dimension paper with the wrong side out. 
oped a simple process for the production of this chemical 
on a large scale, If two sheets are pasted together with the wrong sides 

One of the great advantages of this new paper is its U6 secret messages can be sent easily. John Jones and 

extreme lightness. Some interesting elementary calculus Syl Guth, of the army, are conducting secret investigations was used in computing the weight of a pile of this paper. along this line. Perhaps we will soon have invisible crib- 
This was done as follows: bing ponies to add to our instructors’ worries. Then, again, 

Thidkress = day area = yz, they might dissolve particles of this paper and use it for 
ip invisible ink to write our exam questions with. They could 

Volume = Syadx, Density = D(1— X**)*, where flunk us easily if we couldn’t read the questions. 
x varies from dx to zero. (Continued on page 186)
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The Modern Method of Utilizing 
That Great Source of Energy 

. * 

Wind Power 
By ALBERT C. SCHAEFFER, c’30 

We power is not generally considered as of Experiments are being carried out upon other types of 
much practical importance. There are two main windmill. A device being tried in California consists of a 

reasons for this. The velocity of the wind is continually fan in a large tube, with a funnel on the windward end. 
changing, and when the wind velocity is normal there is The whole thing is mounted on a circular track so that 

not a great deal of power available. Although it is true the funnel can be turned with the wind. This windmill 
that the wind does not de- will generate power at wind 
liver continuous power, the con- velocities as low as 4 miles per 

dition is not so bad as is be- iy hour. When running at capacity 

lieved. Some means of furnish | Th WN Mf ify the speed is 180 revolutions per 
1 er during the periods «> P HH : minute and 200 horse power is ing power 2 p > [| roy ’ ni Pp 

of calm is used in conjunction COSED generated. It is planned that a 
with the windmill. This might Nii x3 dozen of these mills will be con- 
be a set of batteries, which could l tf] a wil structed within a radius of 50 
be charged when the windmill is * fee jy yf , or 100 miles, with the idea that 

running at capacity; or an auxil- ee | the wind will never die out 
lary engine; or a reservoir, which HH completely over the entire area 
could be pumped full by the ee and that 1400 horse power will 

windmill. all be delivered continuously by the 

At seven weather observation VEN group. The cost of operation 

stations in the South and West VK] will be small because all the 
it was found that the wind vel- IM) control is automatic and one 

ocity exceeded 4 miles per hour eae 4 man can handle the entire group. 

for 7,500 out of 8,760 hours, ig yi ae A windmill has been built 

and that the most prevalent vel- ey ey th Sp) recently which operates on a 

ocity was 15 to 17 miles per es ait oa Ey EN pe new principle known as the 

hour. In the East, weather ob- al ey Re eps Mp Vr g4 ae “Magnus effect”. A number of 

servations show that the most (eee, fg FAN BESS years ago Professor Magnus ex- 
frequent velocity is 11 to 15 <2 e G Et e perimented on the effect of a 

. EF aay . ; 4 ‘ : 
miles per hour. The longest “ rotating body in a moving fluid. 

period in which the wind vel- Fic. 1. A Flettner rotor type of windmill at It is this effect that causes a 

ocity remained below 5 miles Nauen, Germany. baseball to curve. When a ro- 

per hour was 34 hours. Five tating body is placed in a fluid 

miles per hour is about the minimum speed that can be that is in motion relative to the body the velocity of the 
economically used. fluid is increased by the rotation on one side, and decreased 

There are 100,000 windmills sold in the United States on the other side. This difference in velocity causes a 

each year, but few of these generate more than 10 or 15 force to act on one side of the body approximately at right 

horse power. Although windmills are one of the most angles to the direction of the fluid. 

ancient devices for obtaining power, they have received The Flettner rotor operates on the “Magnus effect”. The 

little scientific treatment. This is truer in the United Flettner rotor is simply a large cylinder exposed to the 

States than in Europe, where windmills have received wind and rotated about its axis by a machine. It was 

more attention. The old Dutch windmills were only used instead of a sail on the ship Baden Baden, and proved 

4 or 5 per cent efficient. The American windmill, al- successful even in the severest storms on the North sea 

though leaving room for improvement, is better. An and Atlantic ocean. The power required to turn the 
aeroplane blade type windmill has been tried, using two cylinders is only about 10 per cent of the power taken 

or more blades, and has given satisfactory results in some from the wind. The force of suction on one side of the 

cases. cylinder is about 80 per cent of the total force and the pres- 
In Montana one of the railroads uses a windmill to sure on the other side constitutes the remaining 20 per cent.» 

generate the electricity that operates the signals on a It proved more efficient than any propellor blade or sail, 

26mile stretch. It is the aeroplane blade type, and has and was equivalent to a sail of 10 times the projected area. 
given continuous and satisfactory service. Written for the course in Engineering English. 
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At Nauen, Germany, a windmill was built using four are turned to let the air through more easily, or a fin is 

Flettner rotors as the blades on the wheel. This mill will used on the end of each blade to set up vortices in the 

deliver power at wind velocities of 7 miles per hour or air and thus cut down the force on the blades. 

greater, and records kept for 3 years on a radio tower The rotor type of windmill constructed at Nauen, Ger: 
nearby show that the windmill will be able to generate many, proved successful and a larger one will be built. The 

POWEP 0 per cents of the time. The diameter of the pew windmill will have a wheel 100 fect in diameter 
wheel is 65 fect 8 inches, and the 4 rotors have an cuter mounted on a tower 265 feet high. The maximum power 

will be generated at wind velocities above 22/2 miles per 
hour, which will be 136.5 kilowatts. The main Flettner 

TT rotors are 24 feet 8 inches long and have an outer diameter 

of 5 feet 11 inches and a diameter at the inner end of 

4 feet 7 inches. A 1:150 speed ratio will be used. Instead 
ob of using an electric motor to turn the rotors a less expen- 

sive device, the Savenius rotor, will be used, and thus the 

wind will furnish all the power. 

The Savenius rotor also operates on the Magnus effect 

a and was invented by Sigurd Savenius, a Finnish engineer. 

When two semi-cylinders are fastened together as shown 

in Fig. 2, the air pressure on one-half is almost balanced 

ee by the suction on the other half and the twisting moment 

ee is weak. If the two semi-cylinders are shoved together, 

Fig. 3, leaving a small opening for the air to pass, the 

Fic. 2. Wind blowing on rotor (a) causes a vacuum effect in  Tegion of vacuum becomes a region of pressure and the 
the inside of that rotor which works against the wind force torque is trebled and the speed increased to 1.7 times the 

on rotor (b), thus causing a weak twisting moment. a : i 
original velocity. There is also a strong Magnus effect 

diameter of 35!/ inches and an inner diameter of 27/2) upward due to the displacement of the lines above the 

inches. Each cylinder is 16 feet 5 inches long and is made rotor. 

of aluminum 1/32 inch thick, Fig. 1. It is connected, The Savenius rotor can be used with its axis either 
using a 1:100 speed ratio, to an electric genreator which vertical or horizontal. Two rotors with vertical axes were 
delivers constant voltage over a large range of speeds. An compared with a windmill of the conventional type having 
oil engine was used to furnish auxiliary power when the same projected area as the motors. The windmill had 

needed. a wheel diameter of 27.6 inches and used 18 vanes, curved 
The ratio of peripheral speed to wind velocity is about 

21%, but this varies with the wind velocity. As the wind 

velocity increases above the rated velocity, the ratio of 

peripheral speed to wind velocity decreases, acting as a 

sort of automatic speed regulator. The velocity at which 

the wheel rotates also depends on the rate at which the S 

cylinders are rotated. In this way when the wind velocity 

is more than enough to run the machine at rated capacity 

the cylinders can be slowed down, and the wheel will not 

run above rated speed. In order to experiment on this 

method of controlling the output of the windmill, a vari- = 

able speed electric motor was used to run the cylinders. = a 

The experiments showed that it was practical to control == 

the output of the windmill by changing the speed of the = 

rotors, and if another windmill is built some less expensive 

method of running the rotors and controlling their speed a 

than an electric motor will be used. 

This question of output regulation in a wind of con 

stanly changing welociy i important The pomes of "6, Wht (c) avd (3) sont ar peed tthe shay postion 
the wind varies as the square of the diameter of the mill (a) causing pressure on the inside. This has the effect of 

wheel and as the cube of the wind velocity. The available greatly increasing the twisting moment of the rotors. 

power of the wind, therefore, varies a great deal more 
than the wind velocity, and it would not be economical 44 degrees at the base and 15 degrees at the outer end. 

to build a windmill that could use the maximum power The first rotor to be tried consisted of two semi-circles with 

available at the greatest wind velocities. In the rotor the passage between them one-fifth of the spread. The other 

windmill the speed of the cylinders is decreased in high rotor was made of two 165-degree sections separated one- 

winds, and in the blade type of windmill either the blades (Continued on page 181)
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Telephony Between Ship and Shore 

By R. A. Heisinc* 

Bell Telephone Laboratories 

N a demonstration on December 8 preparatory to com- tubes. When in 1929 ship-to-shore telephone development 
J mercial opening, telephone calls passed to and from the was resumed, it could build upon the Bell System's ex- 
United States Lines’ steamship “Leviathan.” By the dem- tensive experience with both broadcast and_ transatlantic 
onstrated system of wire lines and radio links, of a general radio. 
type which has become familiar in its transatlantic applica- Though in many ways similar, the problems of ship-to- 
tion, passengers on the Leviathan shore telephony differ in several 
can now converse with their §| obvious and important respects 
friends ashore. Pe i from those of trans-oceanic tele- 

The new facilities are the out- e - Pe | phony. Both ask point-to-point 
come of a long series of experi- t é SE gee pe. | radio communication; but in the 
ments extending back beyond the Pe ice a | ship-to-shore case between points 
time of the war. After early My Te Cl of which one — the ship — is 
work on communicating systems | - a: Oe ae = moving . Space for apparatus and 
to operate between war ships, a a. vas aA- Fasson i enteHnas -OA. tHE ship is further- 

program of  ship-to-shore tele |’ . oe eore i a er more severely limited. Finally, 
phone development was initiated |) Fac. ag i uate sul "On resonance effects in metallic 
in 1919. Radio stations for ce aire — r a structures, interference by ad- 
both transmitting and_ receiving aN - a Drey ‘ e joining electrical apparatus, and 
were built at Green Harbor, |g ss Red Seay : P persistent mechanical vibration, 
Massachusetts, and Deal Beach, ©) as oe : 2 all escapable on shore, are in- 
New Jersey, and corresponding % oe . Pe me evitably to be dealt with on 
equipment was installed on the LY sarod nite. | ee the all-steel, machine-packed ves- 
coastwise steamers “Ontario” and = Des el: sel. Short waves were chosen 
“Gloucester” plying between I ‘2 oe ; for use, after extensive trans- 
Boston and Baltimore. Appar- . ¥ j mission observations on trans- 
atus was ultimately designed oo | ; atlantic vessels, and a survey of 
which allowed these vessels, Ve Rais | | : the available channels. Of the 
while at sea, to maintain two- rr - | » two paths which such waves 
way conversations with land tele- ay ai e » b a may take between stations — 
phones. Wave-lengths were in a - = that along the surface of the 
the broadcast range, and power Operating the line terminal equipment. earth, and that upward to a 
levels were about one kilowatt in reflecting layer and down again 
the transmitting antennas on land and one-quarter kilo’ -— the “ground wave” promised greater utility, at short 
watt on ship. distances. The reflected waves must, however, be used 

Work toward making ship-to-shore telephony available *t greater distances. Field-strength surveys had shown 
to the public was suspended in 1922. Though trials had that the absorption of ground waves by the earth’s sur- 
been successful from a technical stand-point, the develop- face was considerably less over water than over land. To 
ment was not carried to the point of the establishment of verify these results for shorter waves, and especially to 
service to the public because conditions prevailing in the determine absorption effects at the shore line, a further 
shipping world did not seem to justify the establishment SUTV¢Y employed fixed receiving stations at Long Beach, 
of a commercial telephone service to ships. In the mean- Long Island, and at Nantucket; and a Uansmitting truck 
time progress in other applications of radio was bringing TUSINS Dear Deal. From these tests it appeared that 
forth new methods and equipment, of which much was ‘tons transmitting and EECEIVINS to and from the sea 
applicable to the ship-to-shore problem. Especially influen- should be located at the water's edge. , tial were the growing use of very short carrier waves and Short waves are amenable to directive transmission and 

tuned directive antennas, of frequency control by quartz: “eR. A. Heising was an assistant in physics at Wisconsin from 
crystal oscillators, and of high-power water-cooled vacuum 1912 to 1914. 

a
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reception, but the use of directive antennas on shore is for (transmitting in the two directions at short distances, 
complicated by the motion of the ship. To avoid rotating and two of about 8700 kilocycles at longer distances. In 
the shore antennas so as always to point toward the ship, the transmitters the output of a crystal oscillator is am- 

— _ - plified and modulated by the voice currents. The carrier 
é / oy js ( \ GA \ and both sidebands are radiated. In the receivers the in- 
A hs \ \ \ \ coming signals are demodulated in two steps, between 

/) Sh 4 fe : h, mA \ \\| which they are amplified and filtered of extraneous. fre- 
Sd MY / jl Ie “es : \ \ * quencies. | 

LS /V/ / he : Bo \) \ The apparatus by which this is accomplished ashore is 
Kf f/ / NM & BY \\ \ the same as that used in the trancatlantic service. Only 

ah 54 “ ee \\ | in adapting it to the particular ship-to-shore frequencies 
hates A Laas | hs \ GEIS) has it been modified. Aboard ship the apparatus is some- 
Ae |) > i, rsciaRi 2. _ prea i what more srecial. It is all located in a small two-room 
{ a Le | ie 4 “we me radio house cn the tep deck of the “Leviathan,” midway 
oe ae as =p oe Pag ee between the second and third funnels. In the starboard 

se | tom are the transmitter and its power supply; the port 
eee a : Beane: Le ee ee x hielded from the other by copper mesh, contains rs eo room, shielded from the other by copper mesh, c 

panenrenndeeene tn z the receiver and the line-terminal equipment. 
The antenna used for transmission on ship board is a wire The ship’s transmitter is divided into two parts for 
see ne 2 Smear iy joes Grd 00 lead Operaticn at the two carrier frequencies; these parts are 

the radio house. 

the land stations must be placed where the line of the - ? | i —4 
ship lane intersects the shore. The choice of stations sites . fi ; Da menmcoas annem 
is thus quite restricted. Directive transmission and recep- | A + . 
tion aboard ship is not feasible, for even were space available 4 ee 
for rotating antennas to allow for changes in the ship's ' [_ Seog. |S 
bearing, absorpticn and reradiation from the vessel’s metal- Bee / a | a 4 a 
work would be ruinous. 4 : | Some Fh 

With modifications on these accounts, a system (similar 8 ul) a erie: Lie 
to the transatlantic short-wave system) was put in ex- : Ua ae | iL é 
perimental operaticn in August, 1929. The shore trans: | o ot a 
mitter was one of the experimental ones at Deal which had | |i is ‘ RG ae 
been used for commercial transatlantic telephony; for My Bey 
measuring the reception on shore a receiver was installed ac) | 
at Elberon in a truck; for operation on the “Leviathan” : pe | a 
apparatus was specially designed and built. During the | 9 ‘ 
ship’s successive trips throughout the autumn, the system | thee y a 

was tried out and mod- j hea ee 
leo pete ified, and the shore no on 
sane e ts aE ine [ station was established o Foe . 

= iq in a permanent loca- Aa q 
= a 6 oa | = _| tion at Forked River, The shore transmitter now at Deal. 

; : ‘ e : _ | New Jersey, on Barne- 
Aue | ji .| gat Bay, where a set independent save for their power supply common. voice- 
“a ey eh) | similar to those at Net- frequency and power-amplifier sections and the transmitting 

lag iil cong was installed. In antenna. In the shorter-wave part, a crystal oscillator (for 
i: a a reducing the shore end which a duplicate is provided in reserve) supplies current 

aie ‘7 : to its “virtually final at 4415 kilocycles to a harmonic generator which doubles 
Woe ie commercial form all the frequency. The 8830 kilocycle output of the frequency 

NG that now remains to doubler is then amplified by two power-stages. The modu- 
cond Pa an be done is to install a lator, which consists of two 250-watt tubes, modulates the 

| transmitter at the ulti- Output of this amplifier by the voice currens. The radio- 
, Po Bos "| mate site at Ocean frequency signals pass out, for radiation by the antenna, 

eT Gate, New Jersey, five through an antenna-tuning circu't which offers low im- 
The shore receiver at Forked River, miles along the shore pedance to the carrier and sidebands and high impedance 

New Jersey. from Forked River. to currents of other frequencies. The longer-wave part of 
The scheme of transmission involves the use of four the transmitter differs from the shorter only in the re- 

different carrier frequencies: two of about 4200 kilocycles (Continued on page 180)
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Tunnel Alignment Work of the Pennsylvania Railroad 

U t n River’ nder the Hudson Rive 

By HerMAN L. Cuase, c’27 

TT" work of driving the Pennsylvania Railroad tunnels like to know something of how great engineering projects 

under the Hudson River required a precise control are controlled. 

survey for its accurate alignment. The tunnels consisted The tunnel alignment work for the Pennsylvania tubes 

of two parallel tubes or water-tight linings, 23 feet in was not radically different from other jobs of this kind, 

diameter, driven through soft movable or unstable material. in principle or in difficulty. However, one might claim it 

With precise instruments and exacting methods of pro: to have been difficult, since the work had to be repeated 

cedure, and by frequent repetitions made necessary by at intervals. This was because a large part of the material 

settlement and movement of the lining, the survey was through which the tunnel was driven was soft and un- 

brought to a successful con- | stable, so that there was a 

clusion when under its di- ahs —— very appreciable settlement 

rection, the linings of the SIs and movement of the tunnel 

tunnels driven from opposite Masha iihete a3 Magee lining as a whole. The parts 

sides of the river toward the ; of the work that were re- 

center, coincided almost ex- peated will be mentioned 

actly. Se tl SS _e —— later. 

Of the millions of people (98 Doig TG | | The construction consisted 

that yearly pass through the in the driving of two parallel 

Hudson tubes on their way — eee tunnels, each 23 feet in di- 

to or from New York, not Fic. 1. A diagramatic sketch of the ground, river, and tunnels. ameter, and 37 feet apart, 

one in a thousand has any center to center. The tun- 

idea of the complexity of the engineering problems that nels were circular in section and were lined with cast 

beset the men who planned and constructed those tun- iron segments bolted together, and two feet of concrete. 

nels. The economic importance of this work in the The length of the tunnels is about two and a half miles, 

improvement in the transportation facilities of the east- but little more than four thousand feet of this length 

ern part of the country can hardly be over-estimated. was actually under the river The part that was under the 

Yet we are not apt to fully appreciate that, since we have river, and parts of the banks, made work expensive. Shields 

almost entirely forgotten how conditions were when the and the pneumatic process were used. Figure 1 shows 

eastern terminus of the great Pennsylvania System was at diagramatically the profile of the ground, river, and tunnels. 

Jersey City. The maximum depth of the tunnels below the water level 

Direct passage under the Hudson River has made it Was about 97 feet. 

possible for all passengers and freight, coming from the As shown in Figure 1, there were two shafts from 

south and west, to be landed directly in New York, with which the tunneling operations were started. It was 

no changes to ferries or rapid transit trains. These tunnels, mecessary to establish at the bottoms of these shafts, and 

in connection with others under the city, make it possible for each tunnel, monuments, or points, that would, by 

for freight and passenger trains to go through the city to their position, give the exact direction in which the 

and from the New England states with no unnecessary tunneling should proceed. 

stops or changes. The establishment of the monuments at the base of the 

One of the few technical details of this tunnel construc- Weehauken shaft was a comparatively simple matter. When 

tion that has impressed the minds of those with only a the excavation of that shaft was completed, a rectangular 

limited understanding of engineering work is the precision retaining wall was built of concrete, and of such dimensions 

with which the work started at one side of the river that the copings of the east wall and of the west wall 

coincided with that started at the other side, when both WETS about 150 feet apart. A point was set on the ground 

met near the middle of the river. How two groups of just west of the west coping and on the line of the 

men, cach starting out of sight of the other, seventy feet north tunnel, and the transit was set up over this point. 

under ground and more than a mile apart, can dig toward The instrument was oriented, or set in the line of the 

cach other, and meet less than a quarter of an inch out tunnel, by a sight over a similar point on the New York 

of alignment, should be of interest to those who would side of the river, 6000 feet away. Then the telescope was 

- pointed down on each of the retaining wall copings, and 

*Written for the course in Engineering English. brass plugs were set and center punch marks made defining 

ee
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the exact desired alignment of the tunnel. These plugs ing on F. The telescope was then turned over on_ its 

were kept for reference. It was next necessary to transmit horizontal axis thus giving the line ahead, and the next 

this alignment down 70 feet to the base of the shaft, so as station, I, was set. The transit was next moved to I from 

4. which point the line was prolonged again to the next 

Qube OF Sh. Gitseb Grgnal af Wbechauhan stauion, ; . ; 
Pluie 4 The vertical alignment of the tunnels was just as im- 

dines ls portant as was the horizontal. The work was carried out 
1 9 : 5 

by running precise levels through the tunnels. The bench 

oy | 2000 + 
é a TT c | D 

Nfs of < | na 
Fic. 2. Establishment of base monuments. | | \ / 

\ 
to set permanent monuments there. This was done by the HUDSON | : ‘RIVER | W 

use of long plumb lines of thin piano wire on which were | | 

hung especially heavy plumb bobs. The wires were lined | ; 

in with the line of sight of the transit after the latter had 
been oriented. The transit was then taken below, set up 

and lined in by the plumb wires, and the permanent monu- 

ments were set as were the plugs set in the copings above. | \ | 

The monuments were designed to withstand the dangers | \ _ | 

that beset their permanency of location. Holes in the solid A we Tunnel ¢'s \ B 

rock floor, a foot in diameter and about three feet deep, “pooot 

were filled with concrete in which were embedded brass ear SF 675 ay AT EC PRT 

plugs on which a center punch mark defined the exact f th Avenue,New York City 

point. Fic. 4. Triangulation of base monuments. 

The establishment of the base monuments for the Man- 
hattan shaft was not so simple a matter as it was for the marks from which the lines were started at each end were 

other. The reason for this was that the shaft was not established by tide-gage readings at each side of the river. 

wut,  Seectly over the lines of the two This method was checked by means of direct sights taken 

pr“ tunnels. A different plan was fol across the river in both directions. qt is obvious that 

J N8 LK lowed (refer to Figure 2). Here we the relative elevations of the excavations must be very 

Platform have shown the relative position of accurately known in order that they should meet. Figure 1 

Y Levehindf the shaft and the tunnels. The tran- shows the grades that were de- Segment of Cast fron lining 

% sit was set up a distance “d” south termined as desirable before the 

C7 of the line of the north tunnel, and work started. These grades were ANS ; 
Fic. 3. Vertical was oriented by sighting on a signal laid out by the leveling operations. —_ _ 

alignment, at the Weehauken shaft which was The final result of the survey |, oe 

also offset the distance “d”. A right angle was turned as control of the driving of the Hud- | 

indicated, and a plug set in the coping of the retaining wall son tunnels as a monument to i 

for reference at D. Then two plumb wires were lined in as excellent work in tunnel align- ee 
described before. The transit was taken below and lined in ment. When the shields met near Transit, f 

by the wires, while set at a point somewhere below “A”, the center of the river, they coin- a oon 

While lined in, in this position, the transit was used to set cided within 0.06 of a foot in \ Mr, | 

permanent monuments at E and F. Then with the transit elevation, and were even closer at Fasc 

set at E and at F, in turn, right angles were turned off in horizontal alignment. Fic. 5 ed 708 a éf 
as shown, giving the true alignment for the tunnels, and We have given in the fore- . transit: station: .° 

monuments were set at G and H. going only the merest outline 
Thus far we have seen how the alignment for the of how this alignment work was done. As described, the 

tunnels was permanently established at both ends. From work done was similar to most other jobs of tunnel align- 

this point on, it was the duty of the engineers directing ment. We wish to give some idea of the refinements of 

the work of tunneling to prolong these lines and thus apparatus and technique made necessary by the particular 

direct the driving of the shields in order that they should conditions encountered, 
coincide at the connection. Methods of triangulation not previously mentioned were 

To prolong the line of the north tunnel, the transit was used in measuring the distance to be tunneled. The posi- 

set up at the point G, and turned into line by back-sight- (Continued on page 182)
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DOCTOR OF PANHANDLING Suit-yourself training may do for the so-called liberal 

WV Tons is the butt of Cartoonist Johnstone’s education, but it makes little appeal to the man who is 

humor in the New York Times of December 10, training for a profession. 

1929. Taking as his text the news item that “Suit yourself NT 
studies” are planned for this university, he depicts our CIVIL ENGINEERS STIFFEN ENGLISH REQUIREMENT 

students struggling with their self-selected courses in Slum- A STIFFER policy toward the student whose English 

ber, Saxophone, Co-eds, Forward-passing, and Haberdashery, is below par has just been announced by the Civil 

and the final result of it all — a bum = ss Engineering Committee. The text of 

on a park bench with a big W on “AS A MAN THINKETH — the policy appears elsewhere in this 

his chest and labeled Ph. D., or 80 IS HE” issue. For many years students in 

Doctor of Panhandling. The cartoon _Bible civil engineering have been required 

is far enough from fact to allow us to take a course in English during 

to get a good laugh out of it, but As you think, you travel; and as each of thé last four semesters of 
close enough to what seems to be you love, you attract. You are today their course. Apparently the’ time 

on some people’s minds to induce where your thoughts have brought has come when the requirements can 

thought. you; you will be tomorrow where be raised another notch. The student 

The existence of a revolt against your thoughts take you. You can not whose English is sufficiently crude 
standard requirements for a degree escape the result of your thoughts, will not be recommended for a de- 

cannot be denied. The spirit of the endure and learn, be it base or beau- gree until such time as he can satisfy 
moment is a yearning for liberty. tiful, or a mixture of both, for you the committee that he will not be a 
In terms of education, we interpret will always gravitate towards that disgrace to the institution. 

that as meaning the right to select which you, secretly, most love. In The new ruling, according to mem- 

our courses to suit ourselves and to your hands will be placed the exact bers of the faculty, is not intended 
do as much or as little work upon results of your thoughts; you will to be applied recklessly nor in a 
the selected courses as we please. receive that which you earn; no wholesale fashion. The number of 
There is considerable clamor about more, no less. Whatever your pres degrees that will be held up because 

these matters, although one may be ent environment may be, you will of English deficiencies will be insig- 
permitted to believe that the noise is fail, remain, or rise with your nificant in all probability, but the 

out of proportion to the numbers thoughts; your wisdom, your ideal. moral effect should be considerable. 

who crave rights. The noise has had You will become as small as your There will probably be a greater 

its effect upon these responsible for controlling desire; as great as Meal interest in freshman English in the 
planning educational work. dominant aspiration. future and a keener desire to attain 

We are told repeatedly that “edu- —James Allan a reasonable mastery of the language. 

cation means learning to live.” That The value of English to the pro- 

is a broad definition that can mean fessional man is no longer a moot 

anything. Another possible definition is: Education is a question; it is accepted as established. Students, as a rule, 
process of discipline. Our physical and mental faculties accept the verdict of the practicing engineers on this point, 
must be brought under control and made productive during but do not always make personal application of the finding. 

this process. It would be delightful to both student and English as usually taught is an unpopular subject; teachers 

teacher if the necessary discipline could be self-imposed by of English have not discovered how to make it appeal, and, 
the student. The enthusiastic teacher and the eager student as a result, students make no effort to attain to mastery. 

constitute the ideal combination. It is quite possible for a man to go through high school 

After trimming away the non-essential elements, we have and through freshman English at the university and still 
left this point to be settled: Is any great proportion of | remain practically illiterate. It is unfortunate that the 
our college youth capable of the amount of self-discipline threat of withholding the degree is necessary to accomplish 
necessary to carry them over the hard and discouraging what might, perhaps, be accomplished by better methods 
phases of education? Unfortunately, human nature is so of teaching English, but the Civil Engineering Committee 
constituted that the individual who is capable of rigid js taking the method that lies within its power. The ex- 
self-discipline is rare. For every one who has the deter- periment is worthy of attention. 
mination to drive through a tough jeb to the finish, there — - 
are hundreds, probably thousands. who habitually quit “Papa! buy me a fur coat?” 
when the going gets rough. “A pelt Til give you!” 

a
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Top Row: J. H. Lacher, J. Trieloff, C. R. Lyneis, J. A. Strand, A. M. Huth, R. L. Van Hagan, J. A. Johnson 
Bottom Row: H. A. Hulsberg, T. H. Perry, L. W. Peleske, F. T. Matthias, W. H. Teare, R. S. Plotz, R. J. Poss. 

CHANGE of STAFF 
This issue of the Wisconsin Engineer is the last issue to Its purpose has ever been to give the students of the engi- 

be published under the direction of the old staff. The neering school an opportunity to become acquainted with 

new staff, which will take over the magazine for the next the principles of technical journalism and to provide for 

year, will be headed by Theodore H. Perry, ¢’31, and them an opportunity to write for publication. We hope 

Jack H. Lacher, ch’31. It has been a custom for several that we have been successful in our aim and we extend 

years for the Board of Directors of the Wisconsin Engi to the student body of the school of engineering a hearty 

neering Journal Association to elect the editor and business invitation to participate in our activity and to help us 

manager at the beginning of the second semester of each make the magazine better and more representative of our 

year rather than at the beginning of the year. This prac- student body. 

tice gives the new men a chance to become acquainted with The retiring staff thanks the student body for their co- 

their duties while under the direction of the old staff. operation and help during the past year. We trust that 

The Wisconsin Engineer is now publishing its thirty: the new staff will enjoy even more the spirit of helpfulness 

fourth volume. For thirty-four years it has been in ex- which has characterized our administration, and that there- 

istence and, during that time, it has grown to be one of by they may be able to fulfill their obligation to the engi- 

the leading engineering college magazines in the country. neering college and the University. 

A MONUMENT TO A GREAT ENGINEER DEAN FREDERICK E. TURNEAURE AWARDED 

It is unusual and decidedly unconventional to build MEDAL 

monuments for engineers. The works and masterpieces of Frederick E. Turneaure, dean of the College of Engineer- 

technical men are monuments in themselves, and are ing of the University of Wisconsin has been awarded the 

generally more outstanding, more genuine and typical of Henry C. Turner gold medal by the American Concrete 

the individual than anything that posterity can raise. Institute for “distinguished service in formulating sound 

New Orleans, however, is undertaking the construction principles of reinforced concrete design.” The medal is 

of a memorial plaza on the water gate, in honor of James awarded not oftener than once a year for “Notable achieve- 

B. Eads, an account of whose achievements appeared last ments or service to the Concrete Industry.” 

fall in the Wisconsin Engineer. The jetties at New Orleans Dean Turneaure has an international reputation based 

was one of Eads’ foremost projects on the river. Back in on his study of the effect of moving loads on bridges. His 

the days when scientific design was in an embroyic con text books on reinforced concrete design are used in many 

dition, this great engineer built structures which have of the leading engineering schools in this country. His 

withstood the steadily increasing loading which they have success and achievements should be an inspiration to engi- 

been called upon to carry for nearly a century, and are peers the world over and especially to the student engi- 

still in working condition. neers at the University of Wisconsin. We congratulate 

We hope that it will be a suitable memorial. It will Dean Turneaure and hope that students of today may fol- 

have to be distinctive and outstanding if it is to be com- low his example in serving the profession notably in the 

parable to the achievements of this famous civil engineer future. 

of the nineteenth century. Eads’ contributions will be a ——_—_—_— 

challenge to the best of memorial-builders. Does the fall of night cause the break of day?
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Successful Wisconsin Engineers 
e ° 

Frederick E. Schmitt 

By Rosert L. VAN Hagan, c’32 

Side by side with the achievements He was made editor in July, 1928. the first issue following the accident. 
of the engineer runs the literature that The structural field has been Mr. The story was written in one con- 
records and interprets them. No one Schmitt's chief interest, and his princi- tinuous day-and-night session after his 
but an engineer can write that litera’ pal contributions to the magazine have return from the scene of the failure. 
ture successfully, and yet it is not been concerned with bridge and build) Out of this report developed a wide- 
easy to find the engineer who can and spread agitation for the fuller study 
will write. Wisconsin has been for- : ‘ and improved design of large com- 
tunate in producing a number of men : x pression members, a movement in 
who stand out in the field of engineer- ae 7 which he was an active figure.” Other 
ing journalism. Dean among them, by > Rg: important assignments which he has 
reason of long experience and of his ae =| covered include: the failure of the 
position as editor of Engineering —” 4 i Austin (Pa.) dam, the Knickerbocker 
News-Record, is Frederick E. Schmitt, < s tm Theater roof collapse, wartime emer- 
Wisconsin °00. ’ ie gency ship-building methods and 

Frederick Schmitt was born in Eliza- - plants, the Florida hurricane, and the 
beth, N. J., November 17, 1879. His eNO 1923 crisis in the Reclamation Renwce, 

parents moved to Wisconsin in 1880, De A number of years ago Mr. Schmitt 
and he received his preparatory train- D No carried out one of the first experi- 
ing in Milwaukee schools. He entered i , mental investigations of the sway or 
the university in 1896, registering from es vibration of high buildings, which led 
Green Bay, and was graduated from =) a to the conclusion that the wall masonry 
the course in civil engineering in 1900. : ANet was a controlling element in the 
He received a master’s degree in 1904. ~ — = lateral resistance of the buildings 
During his vacation periods, while at Prederick E. Schmitt studied. He has been active in engi- 
the university, he did some machine ing work. He “won his spurs” in neering societies, especially in the 
designing. Following graduation he covering the collapse of the Quebec American Society for Testing Ma- 
took a job with the Berlin Iron Bridge bridge in August, 1907. To quote terials, the American Society of Civil 
Company at East Berlin, Conn., as from an account of this work: “He Engineers, and the American Associa- 
draftsman and designer. He joined eccomplished a journalistic feat that tion of Engineers, and has served on 
the editorial staff of Engineering News won country-wide recognition in the @ number of important committees. 
in 1902 and has continued with that engineering profession by reporting the In 1907, Mr. Schmitt was married 
paper and its successor, Engineering circumstances and causes of the col- to Ella Donaldson of New York City. 
News-Record, until the present time. lapse exhaustively and accurately in There are two children. 

CIVILS were under way, is now in charge of the Highway Engi- 
Janda, H. F., C.E.’16, is joint author with G. M. Braune neering and City Planning courses at the University of 

and William Cain of an article on earth pressure experi- Wisconsin. 
ments on culvert pipes which appeared in the November, Levin, Jacob D., ¢’27, has been working for the con- 
1929, number of Public Roads. The experiments, which tractor on the new Montgomery Ward building at Chicago. 
were conducted under field conditions, were carried on at He writes: “My work, aside from establishing lines and 
a site near Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Fills of from 1 to grades and supervising excavating and pile-driving opera- 
20 feet were used with both sand and clay and both flexible tions, has entailed reporting quantities of work in place, 
and rigid pipes. The articles should be of considerable checking subcontractors’ monthly requisitions for payment, 
interest to highway engineers. Prof. Janda, who was at designing mixtures on the basis of the water-cement ratio, 
the University of North Carolina when the experiments detailing form-work, plant layouts, and construction ap- 

rea a aaa
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pliances, laying out important work, checking stone and Kuehl, Carl A., ch’29, is attending M.I.T. Address: 
steel drawings, and, in general, co-ordinating the functions 294 Harvard Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

of our foreman. Not the least of my responsibilities con- Mann, Charles A., ch’09, address: 35 Barton Avenue, S.E., 
sists of approving quantities for subcontractors who have Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

unit-price contracts, and also extras in the various sub- 
trades.” MINERS 

Titus, William J., C.E.’13, chief engineer of the Indiana Knoll, Waldemar <A., min’14, M.S.’22, writes about 

Highway Commission, is joint author with George A. Hool abolishing St. Pat’s parade: “Don’t get too genteel with 
of an article on “Concrete Bridges and Structures” ap- your engineers, I always enjoyed the regular parade.” 
pearing on page 801 of the Engineering News-Record, issue Address: Anvil Location, Michigan. 

of May 16, 1929. Stengel, R. J., min’23, sends in a change of address from 
Gates, Howard B., c’05, CE‘L5, is chief engineer for the box 627, Pitcher, Oklahoma, to 63 West La Clede Avenue, 

Arthur McMullen Co. at 50 Church St., New York. The Youngstown, Ohio. 

firm does a general contracting business. It builds the SSS ee 
foundations and anchorages for the Hudson River bridge ELECTRICALS 

and the Kill van Kull bridge and has the contract for Fox, Gordon, e’08, who is now in Russia engaged in de- 

the Tri-Borough bridge. signing and constructing blast furnaces and steel plants, 
Gardner, Harold W., c’05, has recently formed a partner- writes: “There is a great shortage of engineers in Russia 

ship with J. C. Vivian for the practice of law in Golden and particularly of men experienced in modern practices. 
and Denver, Colorado. Professor Gardner is head of the Russian engineers are well grounded in theory, but be- 
department of civil engineering at the Golden School of cause there has been almost no new construction during 

Mines and is a member of the faculty of the Westminster recent years, they have not had practical contact with 
College of Law of Denver. Besides his degree from Wis- ™odern methods. Inherently they are as brilliant as the 

consin, he holds a master of science degree from the engineers of any other coun- 

University of Kansas in 1911, and a degree in law from > %. try. They are now being sent 

the Westminster College. He is at present city engineer Cc \ to Germany and the United 
of Golden and county surveyor of Jefferson county. He is wm > im ) States to study current prac- 

also representative of Jefferson county on the Platte Valley es tice. In the meantime the 
Water Conservation League. GY ii Soviet Republic has been 

Haley, George G., ¢’05, who has been contracting since “BENNY obliged to call in foreign 
his graduation, is now contractor’s equipment engineer and GA experts, 
salesman for the R. E. Brooks Co., 50 Church St., New York. yy zs Gree “If the American enginetr 

Piltz, Russel J., ¢’26, is engaged to Miss Norma Hoffer- 5 awe keeps faith, if only reputable 
bert according to a recent announcement. a sos and capable engineers are 

Pratt, Leo F., ¢’29, is engaged to Miss Marguerite Downie retained by the Russians at 
of Madison. Leo is junior engineer with the Inter-State sufficient fees; if American engineering firms devote their 
Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C. best talent to Russian work, and if American manufacturers 

Preston, Burt K., c’26, was married on Nov. 11 to Mary do not exploit the Rusisan market, but adhere to the Golden 

Bonnefoey of Ottawa, II. Rule, then America may expect to enjoy continued con- 

Smith, Leonard S., ¢’90, CE’95, former professor of City fidence and a liberal maesure of business. The opportunity 

Planning and Highway Engineering here, and now City is not devoid of responsibility.” 
Planning Engineer of Redondo Beach, Calif., writes: “So Holder, Lyman F., ¢’26, is in the marine and aircraft de- 

far this winter the coldest weather has been 48°. Usually partment of the General Electric Company. He is especially 
it is about 60° during the day. All we need is rain and interested in ship propulsion control at present. He also 

that is promised soon.” Address: Box 394, Redondo Beach, ®PPlies the Selayn indicating control to indicating of water 
California. levels. This device may be used over distances of two 

Schrader, Roland P., ¢’26, has recently joined the engi- 0 three miles to reproduce exactly the movements of a 

neering staff of the McClintic-Marshall Co., of Pittsburgh. dial. 
Hunder, Marcus B., who completed the requirements of Holm, Harold W., ¢’23, is with the Trojan Engineering 

the civil engineering course in February, has been appointed 9, of New York City. 
research assistant in Mechanics for the second semester. Leach, R. W., ¢’28, former business manager of the 

Zander, Arnold S., ¢’23, former instructor in city plan- Wisconsin Engineer, spent the summer installing customer 

ning, and more recently consulting engineer, has been Sub-stations for the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light 

appointed senior examiner for the bureau of personnel, Company. His biggest job was for Nash Motors — 7600 
formerly the Wisconsin civil service board. K.V.A., 26,400 volt, 4 stations with underground loop 

Oakey, John A., ©’28, paid a short visit to the college , system. Address: 253 La Fayette Avenue, Apt. 311, Racine, 

during the Christmas holidays. Wisconsin, 
Bliffert, Wesley P., ¢’29, is engaged to Miss Bonnie Mackin, Hugh F., e’28, is with the Wisconsin Telephone 

Potter according to a recent announcement. Company, 418 Broadway, Milwaukee. Address: 584 Marshall 

Street, Milwaukee. 

a MacRae, Norman D., e’28. Address: Hotel Gordon, Laona, 
CHEMICALS Wisconsin. 

Slichter, Donald C., ch’22, has recently returned to Madi- Mather, Harold, ¢’27, is with the Wisconsin Bell Tele- 
son from Toronto, Canada,, and is living at 2546 Kendall phone Company at Milwaukee. 
Avenue. He is with the Brittingham Company. In addi- Paula, Milton W., ¢’28, is living at 4042 West Cullenton, 

tion he is a member of the tngineering firm of Mason, Chicago, Illinois. 
Slichter and Gauld of Madison. Porter, Frank M., e’24, is living at 209 West Walworth 

Manning, J. K., ex-ch’30, is sales engineer in the Chicago Street, Elkhorn, Wisconsin. 
office of the Harnischfeger Corporation of Milwaukee. His Post, George G., e’04, has been made vice-president in 
engagement to Mary Elizabeth Winn of Madison has just Charge of power for the Milwaukee Electric Co. 
been announced. (Continued on page 190)
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PI TAU SIGMA INITIATES “Studies on “Experiments in Loss of | Woodford, °31, Eugene Kruke, 731, 

Pi Tau Sigma, honorary mechanical Head in U, §, and Twisted S Pipe and John Jauch, °30, 
engineering fraternity, initiated 11 Bends”, by C. I. Corp and H. T. The initiates were honored with a 
men Tuesday night, Dec. 17, at 5:30 Hartwell, and “Submerged Weirs”, by banquet in the Memorial Union in 
in the graduate room of the union. Cox, have been published recently by the evening. Speakers were Royce E. 

The initiates include: Alexander the university press. Johnson and R. R. Benedict, instruc- 
Cowie, °31, Glen W. Gibson, 7°31, a tors in the electrical engineering de- 

Walter Karsten, “31, Raymond Mc’ AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY COM- partment, E. G. Kwapil, “31, and 
creary, “31, Donald Miller, °31, Mar- PLETES ORGANIZATION Eugene Kruke. 
tin Mortensen, °31, Karl Peters, °31, Appointments of a committee of six as 

Norbert Steckler, °31, Carlyle Steinke, of the forty members of the Aero- BENEDICT GIVES LECTURE 
°31, Charles Tannewitz, °30, and New nautical society of the university to “The Behavior and Structure of 
ton Willis, °30. Graw up a charter marked the first Dielectrics” was the subject of a talk 

A banquet was held at 6 p.m in — step toward the actual organization of | given by R. R. Benedict, instructor 
the Old Madison room. Prof. G. L. a campus society for the promotion of — in electrical engineering at a meeting 
Larson was the speaker, and Prof. aviation. of the American Institute of Electrical 
Hyland acted as toastmaster. Orville At the meeting Jan. 22, Edward Engineers Jan. 15. The information 
Cromer, °30, president of the local Page °31, temporary president, briefly presented is the result of experimental 
chapter, welcomed the initiates. A re- outlined the histories of flying clubs in work carried on by Mr. Benedict for 
sponse was given by Martin Mor other universities and submitted ma- the past four years. 
tensen. terial procured through correspondence After the showing of a film of the 

- — with the Inter-Collegiate Aeronautical largest automatically controlled gen- 
GOVERNOR’S EXPLANATION association. R. P. Wagner, °32, an erating plant in the world, George 

“Legislative appropriations are in organizer and former secretary of Steinmetz, of the Wisconsin railroad 
reality. only authorizations for the the University of Alabama flying club commission, told of the size and num- 
governor to try to raise money,” said has been active in helping form the ber of generating stations in the state. 
Gow Wrilter J. Kohler at the As- nucleus of the local flying club. The 467 plants in the state generate 
sociation of Commerce banquet Dec. The next meeting of the group is only three or four times as much 
12 in reference to the demand for Scheduled for Feb. 13. pee as ire one pee ee in the 

ereapeit ‘ding a im according to Mr. Steinmetz. 
nota arlene thie: aliens Ernest Bateman, G. M. Hunt, T. R. A / change in the by-laws of the 
of the suniversity, andi T -will work C. Wilson, and R. M. Wirka, mem- association now makes it possible for 

- actical s f ion.” he bers of the staff of the Forest Products anyone to become a local member at 
for: practical. means ‘of’ expansion, Laboratory, attended the national con- small cost, the secretary informed 
went; On: . vention of the American Wood Pre- _ those present. 

The latest project to come under servers association in Seattle, Wash., ——. 
the axe of the governor’s veto is the Jan. 28-30. GLIDER CLUB BUILDS GLIDERS 
proposed mechanical engineering build- Another member of the staff, Dr. A motorless airship which flies when 

ns. In refusing to release funtls: for J. D. MacLean, who has been in the catapulated into the air by a giant 
this sorely needed addition to the west conducting wood treating demon- sling shot is being constructed by the 
facilities of the engineering school, strations on western woods, also at- University Glider club, and will prob- 
Gon. Kohler pleaded as his reason @ tended the meeting, presenting papers ably be completed by ‘spring vacation, 
lack of available funds. on the preservative treatment of Engle- according to Einar T. Hanson, grad, 

SS man spruce, and the results of heat president of the club. 
WARD APPOINTED RESERVE conductivity experiments on southern The glider will resemble a mono- 

OFFICER pine timber. plane without an engine, propellor, or 
Dispatches from Washington, D. C., The group inspected wood treating seats behind the wings. It will be 

carried the news on Dec. 9 that Gerald plants. plywood manufacturing plants, equipped with standard airplane con- 
C. Ward of Madison had accepted an and forest products laboratory paint trols, will have a 33 foot wing span, 
appointment as second lieutenant in test fences enroute to and near Seattle. and a five foot chord. The wings will 
the engineer reserve corp. Mr. Ward, = consist of 30 ribs covered with light 
who is a former editor and at present KAPPA ETA KAPPA INITIATES cloth. 
faculty advisor for the Wisconsin Kappa Eta Kappa, electrical engi- Launching the glider is accomplished 
‘Engineer, is an instructor in railway neering fraternity, held initiation Dec. by the use of a rubber shock cord five- 
engineering in our college of engi 12 for Jack Tressler, °32, James Glom- eights of an inch in diameter, from 
neering. stad, °32, Elmer Ilker, °31, Andrew G. one to two hundred feet of the cord 

a en
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being used. The cord is doubled and the Military Ball Friday, April 4. possible which students are glaringly 
slipped into a hook at the nose of the Kraut was appointed chairman of the deficient in English and report them 

plane, forming a “V” angle. At each event by Major Tom Fox. to the Civil Engineering Committee. 
of the two upper ends of the “V” Cadet Captain Rezin Plotz, CE4, If the committee believes that con- 

three or four men, the starting crew, has been named as one of the assistant ditions justify the action, the student 
are placed. chairmen of the event. He will be in 2nd his parents shall be informed, in 

The glider, which will cost about charge of supply. writing, of the situation and advised 

$150, is being built in the Randall Kraut is a Cadet Major in the mili that the student will not be recom- 

shops. The entire weight will be about tary science department. As chairman ™ended for a degree until the de- 
170 pounds. of the service committee, he con- ficiency is removed. They shall be 

The Glider club was organized last tributed. to the [029 military ball, further informed that the means by 
fall by a group of engineering students He was also a member of the com- which the student’s English shall be 

interested in having an aviation unit iittee on boxes for the 1930 Prom, ‘improved is left to the decision of 

in the college of engineering. After election to Phi Eta Sigma, the student and his parents. (Home 

Oe earner, honorary fresmmen_ scholastic frater- study, Sufonns; and correspondence 
ENGINEERING SCHOOL MAIN- ity, Kraut later received hich sopho- work are available for the purpose.) 

TAINS RATING nity, ‘rau : gh SOP Ultimately the student must satisfy 
Bera : more honors. He is a member of Tau a oe : 

The college of engineering main’ Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, Scabbard and the Civil Engineering Committee that 

tained its rating among the engineer” Blade, honorary military fraternity, he has a reasonably good command of 

ing schools of the country during the and Theta Chi. social fraternity English. It is possible that in extreme 

past year with a 16 per cent increase > . cases a man who has completed all 

in enrollment, the establishment of a other requirements may be out of 

ceramic fellowship, and an addition to ENGLISH STANDARDS RAISED school for several years before he can 

the hydraulic laboratory. FOR CIVILS satisfy the committee and receive his 

Total enrollment in the college is The adoption of a more exacting degree. All cases involving the hold- 

1,090, with the greatest gain during policy toward students in the course ing up of degrees shall be brought be- 

the past year shown in the mechanical jn civil engineering who are “glaringly fore the Civil Engineering Committee 

engineering course. Substantial gains deficient” in English was announced for final decision just prior to the 

were made in chemical and mining by the Civil Engineering Committee voting of degrees each semester. 

engineering courses, while civil and at the meeting of the Engineering . 

electrical engineering remained about Faculty on January 27. Under the Authority 

constant. new policy, a student who is glaringly The authority upon which this 
A request from Dean F. E. Turn’ deficient in English will not be recom policy rests is found in Rules Govern- 

eaure for an appropriation for a chair mended for his degree. The instructor ing Undergraduates under the heading 

of aeronautics was refused, but Prof. in Engineering English will be re- of English Composition, where this 

L. A. Wilson is giving a course in quired to ascertain such deficiencies ‘statement appears: 

airplane engines. A course in the promptly so that the deficient student “Upon the completion of the re- 
mechanics of flight has been in ex- will have all the opportunity possible quired six credits of work in fresh- 
istence for several years. to remedy the defect before the time man English, a provisional pass 

‘The ‘Wisconsin SNgInESENe school for graduation. The Civil Engineer- mark is given; if at any time later 
now ranks 15th in size in the country. jing Committee reserves final decision in his course a student is reported 

— in each case that may arise under the deficient or careless in English com- 
PHI KAPPA PHI INITIATES new policy, the text of which is as position, he may be required to take 

Prof. Edward Bennett, chairman of follows: additional work in that subject.” 
the department of electrical engineer- Preamble ‘ 

ing, was initiated into Phi Kappa Phi, The committee recognizes that there Comment: 
honorary activities and scholastic fra- are, from time to time, candidates for It is believed that not more than 

ternity Jan. 16. the bachelor’s degree in civil engineer- one or two men a year will be found 
John Catlin ChE4, Adolph Hove ing whose deficiencies in English are glaringly deficient in English. If the 

EE4, Edward Heberlein CE4, Everett <,° glaring as to disgrace both the men who are deficient are detected in 

Johnson EE4, Ralph Kraut ME4, student and the college. time and advised of their deficiency 
Robert Kubasta ME4, Franklin Mat- The committee believes that a policy and its effect, they will probably make 
thias CE4, Rezin Plotz CE4, and. d h a real effort to improve themselves nitiated it Tegard to such cases should be based 4 th il abl ° 
James VanVleet EE4, were initiate upon (1)i # desire'to protect the:repu 2 most of them will probably re 

at the same time. tation of the college, and (2) a desire tive their degrees at the usual time. 

Dean F. E. Turneaure, who was a to stimulate ihe student to eaih, <2 When this policy becomes known 

It ‘een he students it should be 
embed of the committee on faculty reasonable mastery of English com  ®™M0MS tie students: ae Shou ai 
elections, presented Prof. Bennett at osition powerful incentive for them to give 

the banquet. : , : more attention to English during the 
= Policy fresh Although the poli reshman_ year. though the policy 

ENGINEERS ON MILITARY BALL The committee adopts the follow would apply only to the extreme cases, 

STAFF ing policy and routine: it will probably tend to raise the level 
Ralph J. Kraut, senior in the me- The instructor in Engineering Eng of English composition among all civil 

chanical engineering course, will lead lish shall ascertain as promptly as engineering students. 

e
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° ? ° ° Professors Kommers and Hyland Write Bookjon}Machine Design 
Reviewed by BEN G. ELLiottT, m’'13 

Professor of Mechanical Engineering 

University of Wisconsin Extension Division 

A careful study of this new text formation and facts is a hopeful indi- well selected and are simple in num- 
written by two outstanding teachers cation of a pronounced trend in engi ber. Answers to the problems are not 
of the College of Engineering of the neering education. Reference and data given. Although the principle of in’ 
University of Wisconsin emphasizes books on Machine Design are numer- cluding answers to problems is not 

ous; real textbooks for teaching are 
si not. 

~ : . : 
gs A review of this text convinces one mii 

of the authors’ deep seated conviction * - 
si . « : " 

a that Machine Design is a study not : 
—. of abstractions but of concrete and a 

. y material things which have a very live _ a 
iil 4 connection not only with mathematics Ce. 

“ : ‘ oe : 
re and mechanics but with metallurgy, ae 

* modern shop practice, the machine a 
a operator, the industrial executive, the 

¢ a safety engineer, and the dollar. Such o i : 
> aa) : could be expected from instructors  -«# 

i | who believe that a very close rela- Fo 1 , 
i. tionship should exist between the in- oy oe .- «@ 

- struction in Machine Design and in ; 
ee shop Practice. é 

J. B. Kommers The arrangement of the material is P. H. Hyland 
exceptionally good. In the first part 

the statement made by a book pub- cf the text, the student is introduced a 
: es , ; ; Bagi : generally accepted by engineering lisher, “Most any one with a sufficient to the raw materials of the designer, . 2 Ne & : es teachers, a set of answers to the prob- 
amount of information and knowledge methods, shop practices, and materials : ; : 

: ; veriing . lems in this text would perhaps in- 
can compile a book, but real textbooks of construction; certainly a substantial cs aE 

- ann : : : crease their value to certain students, 
come only from real teachers. Ma toundation. Following this comes a : . " on on ; : wae especially to those who study without chine Design” by Professors Hyland treatment of kinematics in such a com- : : 

oe . : the aid of a teacher. More illustra- 
end Kommers is another concrete proof plete and yet condensed manner as to . 5 : : tive examples would also be helpful. of this fact. reduce the time usually spent on this . . 

Perhaps the outstanding feature of — phase of the subject, another indica- As with any new book, a certain 
this book is that it is written primarily tion of a trend to conserve the stu- number of typographical errors, mis- 
for students and teachers with special dent’s time. After a brief review of — Prints, and mistakes OST These are 
emphasis on the study and teaching some of the fundamentals of me- to be expected; but they will no doubt 

of the subject. This objective of the chanics, the conventional machine ele- be eliminated in future printings. 
wuthors is found not only in the ments are treated in a concise but Physically, the book is excellent; the 
material itself but in the order and complete manner. Of special interest publishers are entitled to much credit 

method of presentation; also in the and value is the chapter on the safety for their work. 

problems and examples. The teaching features to be given consideration in Professors Kommers and Hyland 

of fundamental principles and con the design and construction of a ma- have done an excellent piece of edu- 
siderations, as stressed in this volume, — chine. cational work. Engineering education 

rather than of merely imparting in- The problems with each chapter are needs more texts like Machine Design. 

RECONSTRUCTION OF TABLE water-supply system containing about the bank of the stream. The em- 
ROCK COVE EARTH DAM 600,000 cubic yards of earth, was bankment was built across a narrow 
AFTER DANGEROUS WASH- nearly lost by a washout on the down- valley and it had a crest height of 
OUT AND SLUMP stream face due to the failure of a 42-140 ft. above the bed of the stream. 

On May 4, 1928, the Table Rock inch Class D cast-iron drainage pipe The upward face is on a 1:3 slope 
Cove dam of the Greenville (S.C.) passing through it in a trench along up to 35 feet below the crest, and 

BIE 
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thence on a 1:21 slope to the top. that had two holes, 6 and 4 inches in NEW TUNNEL IN ITALY 
The downward face was on a uniform size. These holes were used to fill Ten years of work is represented 
1:2 slope. the remainder of the pipe with by the Appenine tunnel which has 

Most of the embankment consists pPuddled clay. The lower end was recently been completed in Italy. It 
of finely divided red clay delivered plugged with concrete for a distance | was commenced in 1913 but for seven 

to place in trains of narrow gage of sixty feet upwards. The clay was years the construction was postponed 
cars. Each layer was well compacted washed carefully to remove all gravel because of the World War. During 
by road rollers. A cut off trench in and sand and then cautiously forced, its construction 1300 workmen were 

the hardpan and rock bed at the site under a gravity head of 140 feet in regularly employed. 967 tons of dyna- 
made a key for the base of the em- to the 42 inch pipe. They then sub- mite were used to blast away the rock. 

bankment. The 42-inch cast iron  Jected the clay filling to a pressure of ae 

pipe, in 12-ft. lengths, was placed to 100 Ibs. of air thus insuring good NEW AIRPORT AT CHICAGO 
bypass the stream during construction packing. As soon as the cast iron SUBURB 

: of the embankment. One valve was Plug was placed in the upstream end The extensive growth of aviation, 

placed at the downstream end of the of the pipe the reservoir began to fill. and the increasing need of landing 
pipe. The upstream end was open A fill of loose rock in the deep break fields has brought about the building 
to the pond without any regulating and coarse and fine material on top of of a large flying field and airport at 
device. the loose rock completed the repairs Glenview, Illinois. 

The dam was under construction Of the dam. The total amount of This immense project covers 480 
for about two years. Because of the material placed in closing the break acres northwest of Chicago and will 
scanty rainfall, the reservoir, with a W@S 280,000 cu. yds. as compared be classed as one of the finest avia- 
capacity of 28,000 acre-ft., had never with an estimated loss of 60,000 cu. tion fields in the United States. It 

failed. Shortly before the accident a Yds: from the washout. An interest’ will be used for:commercial and trans: 
heavy rain raised the level of the pond 78 written and pictorial account, with port flying service and as a site for a 

to within 15 feet of the spillway ™@Ps, can be found on page 934, flying school. At present there are 40 
crest, or 25 feet below the dam crest. Engineering News-Record of Dec. 12, student flyers at this port. 

Immediately previous to the washout, 1929. ead ‘during which man ee 

on the pipe OT mee Fit valve BRIDGES cu. yd. are being excavated. The over- 

spring near the valve. The failure Two bridges of recent completion burden and black dirt are being re- 
occurred suddenly in the shape of those located at Wilmington, moved, the clay leveled, and the dirt 

a blowout near the top of the down- North Carolina. The state highway — replaced and leveled. The drainage 
stream face of the dam, a short dis) “epartment designed these structures layout will include 80 miles of tiling. 
tance above the valve chamber. The nd financed the undertaking by means A large hangar, 584 by 128 ft, is 

rush of water left a deep, narrow of bonds totaling $1,250,000 which being built on the field. 

trench in the embankment. = steep wa miata by a toll charge of 25¢ wa Sand: nm ee 
é mained unpro-  P : 4 

ae ork 7 pending The North East River Bridge is The Chicago Civic Opera building, 

emptying of the reservoir and re- 2,194 ft. in length. It is composed which is already partially occupied, 
pairs. Whether the pipe was to blame of two deck spans, three deck truss is one of the outstanding structures 
or whether the water had followed Spans, a double leaf bascule span, and from the standpoint of combined art 
along the outside of the pipe was not steel trestle approaches. The other and engineering interests in the middle 

ascertained until later when holes and bridge which crossed Cape Fear is of west. 
besaks ‘aueve ‘diseovered: in, a. ‘minute similar construction and has a_ total Located at Wacker Drive and Mad- 

study by an engineer who crawled length of 1,520 feet. It consists of ison Street, it is one of the links of 
the entire length of the pipe. The steel trestle approaches, three deck the Wacker development which is 
pond had to be entirely drained to  SPans, and a double leaf bascule span. rapidly becoming a chain of building 

permit this inspection. The upward The large Hudson River suspension achievements along the Chicago River. 

portion of the pipe was found to be bridge at Poughkeepsie is undergoing The Opera building is directly across 
sound and undisturbed. All except Construction with rapid progress. The the river from the Daily News build- 
eight of the 36 sections were more end piers are completed and the foot- ing which was completed last year. It 

oe less seriously damaged. The main walks are finished. On November 29, provides convenient transportation for 

break was found to be a triangular the process of cable spinning com- suburban commuters since it is within 

piece 20 inches wide: and 6 ft on ee te a ee cent eee ae 
_ fem son dle of Se = An extensive bridge which will cost Besides being an ideal block for 

. oo, $2,800,000 has been authorized by business tenants, it houses the Chicago 
From the inspection it was found the taxpayers in Vancouver, B.C. It Civic Opera and also the Chicago 

necessary to plug the upper end of i. proposed to build a double-deck Civic Theatre. These two houses are 
the pipe, to fill cavities in and around structure over the False Creek Inlet. probably the most outstanding ex- 
the pipe, thus preventing seepage The upper deck is to be used by amples of the modern theatre archi- 
through or around the pipe. vehicular traffic, the lower deck will tecture and have excited considerable 

The first step was the plugging of be used for street cars and steam interest in Illinois. 
the upper end with a cast iron plug — railways. (Continued on page 176)
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A 
apace ,o wz enema cn mS 

i 
; i 
Loscsanssr si eer coca eaeremtaninnacr careers cnn nn nner 
ee 

Under the stress and strain of the THE CIVIL ENGINEER Voice from above: “Mary!” 
end-of-the-semester, the best of mental Second Spasm Voice from below: “Yes, mother?” 

machinery is apt to blow a fuse or The civil engineer I like; Voice from above: “The clock has 

throw a shoe and produce some rare My faith in him’s gigantic. struck twelve three times now. Let it 

results. Ray Reinke is awarded the Some day we'll build a noble bridge practice one for a while.” 

non-bendable hundred-foot tape for his To span the great Atlantic. —— 

statement that a location survey 5 mor “A certain girl calls her boy friend 

“should proceed from a fixed and in- oso'8 oe O ay? vie om Paul Revere.” 

accessible point to a place of more "6 Py "se TA OM “Because it’s a midnight call to 

general topography.” Cro wee ° OSE RRR aaa arms?” 

Al Streu, junior, has been recom: TNA te 2:0 Oct "8 eae ON EP “No, he’s always horsing around.” 

mended to the attention of the Mathe- ap : : —_ 
atical Soci f ica fi : The civil engineer I like; 

erator ral oO America or his I know, so help me Dinah KENTUCKY BREAKFAST 

master ly. roll ng of an intricate equa- He'll tunnel through the eaeth sone A Kentucky breakfast consists of 

fon, as’ tollows: day, one tough, raw beefsteak, one quart of 

777.7 x 27 20998 From Hackensack to China. whiskey, and a bulldog. 

ae =——==775 cu. yds And you feed the steak to the dog. 
27 27 way a 

Extreme accuracy was secured by do- $s ee tS . Actor: “A horse, a horse, my king- 

ing the operation long hand rather oe = SSS dom: for 4. horse!” 

than by logs or slide rule. Yon Hn Sa Sale. Voice in the gallery: “Will a jack- 
Harry Dever has been awarded a ad . do?” 

a The civil engineer I like; a8 full-sized turnout for devising the My fs aaa a cs 2 si Actor: “Sure, come right down.” 

most complicated solution of the prob- My death 10 Aus “unsheing: pees 
lem of finding the distance from the =e oe enki NEWS ITEM 
treoretieal to the actual point of frog. Bp q 8 Two taxi cabs collided and eighteen 

For a Number 8 frog having a half- do S15) Scotchmen were injured. 
inch point, Harry resorted to trigo- a me, \ ap ® a 

sai set a Z d Wry Uiassscvscson 7) laa . 
nometric functions and logs and found Ve. ner. (3) ZY rn Taxi driver: “Where do you want 

the distance to be 3.99 inches, thereby [pee# a esd | —_h bill ie alread 

confounding those who had simply See “nr 3 ee 7 
multiplied one-half inch by eight and The civil engineer I like; Slightly polluted: “Shush, back up 
obtained four inches as a result. I'm just as sure as shooting to fifty cents—that’s all I got.” 

An unknown senior can secure his That he could plug Vesuvius , 

certificate of honorary mention by And stop that mount from toot- a . 

identifying the following statement ing. Shades of great Nelson! Is nothing 

made in “Water Supply.” “A. filter sacred to the engineer? He is even 

crib is an intake crib in which water Trt, Ae standardizing the language of the 

is allowed to go through an impervious 7) Vee TERE vow are. sailor. On page 130 of the January 
8 & 1 Mii, IF THE PRESSURE ‘ < - . 5 

material.” O gem | Ses HIGH, issue of the Wisconsin Engineer, in 

Willard Skoglund receives the James iesbabiatie (SLOG OFF 6 BIT | Fig. 3, we read of port and standard 
v bivesuy To oi. ici ‘ 

Joyce Medal for concocting the most a : " motors. Members of the Naval Unit 

unintelligible bit of descriptive prose The civil engineer I like; are requested hereafter to shout “Hard 

produced in the course in “Curves.” I'm sure that he is able a-standard!” instead of the age-old 

“Chainmen walk along chain till 50 To stretch from our old world to “Hard a-starboard!” 

or 25 ft. mark is reached then are Mars : —A Has-been Sailor. 

lined in. When a 100 ft. have covered A trans-celestial cable. —_——— 

they drag chain by 50 and 25 ft. —_— F.T. M. has met the gardener’s 

mark until they are lined in as Dumb: What did you do when you daughter who sure knew where to 

normally, then drag the chain at point found the doorbell out of order? plant her tuli.ps 

a chord length to next chord point.” Sock: Just wrung my hands. oo 

_— a Employer: “Your name, please?” 

Mr. Homewood (in Hydraulic 108) : The big difference between the stuff Applicant: “Quinn.” | 

“What is a sanitary sewer?” that the student of today drinks, and Employer: “Spell it” 

Sam Medler: “Ha! Can’t fool me— the stuff Rip Van Winkle drank is Applicant: “C-o-h-e-n. 

they are all dirty.” that Rip woke up. (Continued on page 188) 

SEE
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TESTING THE MATERIAL MAKING THE CABLE CONSTRUCTING THE LINE 
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In the telephone business, research man, _ of proved strength, withstands storms which 

manufacturing engineer and construction might seriously threaten open wire lines. 

supervisor are carrying on a_ successful Thus in the Bell System growth is in- 

war against the unruly elements, enemies _ tensive as well as extensive, improving 

to service. present facilities as well as adding new 

Cable, for example, housing many cir- ones. And there is no end to all this 
cuits and covered with protective coatings development. 

A nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones 

SEPHONE SD, 

Fb 
(a) 

ae 

‘OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN’
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ENGINEERING REVIEW the unit type surface condenser which engineering work is required for its 
(Continued from page 173) meets the demand for a simple, com- installation. 

SETTING POLES BY DYNAMITE pact and highly efficient unit in the a 
The setting of power-line poles by smaller sizes of condensers. The cir AIRPLANE PROVES OF GREAT 

dynamite is the incredible feat which culating and the condensate pumps VALUE IN WORK OF MAKING 
has recently been accomplished by —_ a SOIL SURVEYS 4 le : 
engineers. F Fags : An entire county was photographed 

The poles were about fifty feet long Ls recently from an airplane to get the 
with a 16” butt. The charge was be | preliminary data for a base map for 

. . . . aan A , 
placed in an iron pipe fitted with a . Se — a county soil survey, reports Dr. A. G. 
removable wooden plug, and driven a : ee McCall, chief of soil investigations, 

: kg ee ' ‘ 
to the required elevation of the bot- Sons Pe Pe 8 Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, U.S. 

7 : st gs - 
tom of the pole. The pipe was then H es Department of Agriculture. The 

removed and the pole placed erect in ‘ Co count is Jennings County, in Indiana, 
a vertical position over the charge, ™ — 400 square miles in area. This is the 
supported by guys. A rod served to Unit type Surface Condensor first time an entire county has been 

keep the charge in the ground while photographed from the air for the 
the pipe was being removed. At the ere attached directly to, and are lo’ purpose of surveying the soil. This 
explosion of the charge the pole cated underneath the shell of the con’ survey is being made by the bureau 
dropped to the proper depth; the hole denser. The complete unit is placed in cooperation with the Purdue Uni- 
was filled about the pole and the beneath the prime mover which it versity Agricultural Experiment Sta- 
earth tamped. serves; thus a minimum amount of tion. 

———- space is required for its installation. The photographing was from a 
UNIT TYPE SURFACE CON- By locating the condenser inside the height of 13,000 feet, on a scale of 

DENSERS prime mover foundation, the expense 4 inches to the mile, and cost less than 
A decided advantage to an in’ for foundation work is minimized and one cent per acre. These aerial photo- 

dustrial plant today, in which a power building costs are correspondently re- graphs supply practically all the base- 
house engineering organization is not duced. map data required for the area sur: 
maintained, is the simplicity which The unit type surface condensers veyed, and the photographs are sur’ 
manufacturers of power plant equip: can be easily installed in existing  prisingly helpful in outlining general 
ment have incorporated in their de- plants, because they necessitate mini- soil boundaries and in showing areas 
sign. One such piece of equipment is mum alterations. Obviously, very little of soil erosion, but the chief value of 
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w | Sh ; a OY of the interesting parts of the Dow 

tC aA i , Plant is this modern, completely 
i a ae equipped machine shop—an important 
an a A: ay; factor in our continuous 24 hour a day 

ray ae operation program. Every facility is avail- 
Ul Sie gd / . able for the building, repairing and main- 

; ; tenance of the tremendous amount of 

1 J mechanical equipment needed to produce 

the 150 highest quality chemical products 
manufactured at Midland. 

With this modern mechanical equipment 

so readily available, each of our 175 
graduate chemists, physicists, and mechani- 

cal engineers is assured of utmost coop- 

eration in following thru his developments 
to completion. 

The maintenance of a completely equipped 

organization, plus the whole-hearted co- 

operation of an entire personnel, has been 

responsible for many new and important 

developments beneficial to general indus- 

try. Consequently it opens the way to 

TRADE, broader opportunities for our men as 

: well as our customers. 

MARK THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 
MIDLAND ’ , MICHIGAN 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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aerial photography appears to be the Studies by the bureau show the had been pointed out and put into 
cecuracy and speed with which the daily cost of operating a modern con’ — effect, the rate of production rose to 
preliminary work can be done, says crete paving plant is about $400 a an average of 202 square yards per 

Dr. McCall. day whether the daily production of | hour—an increase of slightly more 
Dr. McCall recently made an ob- pavement be 500 or 1,000 feet. The than 50 per cent in the rate of pro- 

servation flight over parts of the Ever- most effective way to decrease unit duction with practically no increase 
glades, and he believes that the aerial production costs, without impairing in the daily cost of operation. 
method of observation and mapping the quality of the finished product, Not all projects on which work has 
may prove very important in initial Mr. MacDonald believes, is to increase been done present the possibility of 

soil-survey work in areas where con’ the rate of production. This can be such great improvement, Mr. Mac- 
ditions are not favorable for work on done, he says, by eliminating or re- Donald points out. But very few pro- 
the ground. ducing the time losses and waste mo- jects have been found on which an 

a tions connected with ail direct opera- increase of ten per cent or more in 
ROAD COSTS CUT BY SPEEDING | tions; in coordinating and synchroniz the rate of production without im- 

PRODUCTION ing the rate of production of the vari pairing quality was not possible with- 

Modern road building is essentially ous subsidiary operations with the key out any corresponding increase in cost 
a manufacturing process in which large equipment; and in finding ways and — of operation. 
arrays of movable plant and equip- means of eliminating unnecessary op- The several contractors’ associations 
ment instead of stationary factories are erations of expediting those which are have manifested keen interest in the 
utilized to produce a finished product — really necessary. methods developed and the results ob- 
in permanent place on the right-of- An example of reducing time losses tained by the bureau’s studies. Engi- 
way instead of in producing goods in and synchronizing operations was a neers of the States and counties are 
a factory, says Thomas H. MacDonald, concrete pavement project during the apprised of the results through pub- 
chief of the Bureau of Public Roads past season in Wisconsin. The average lished reports and papers presented at 
of the U. S. Department of Agricul rate of production on this project, national and local engineering meetings. 
ture, in his annual report. “As in when the bureau’s engineers began a 
much manufacturing work,” he says, their studies, was 134 square yards of We have heard of the absent- 
“the daily cost of operating a modern pavement per hour. After the causes minded business man who kissed his 
road building plant is nearly inde of the low rate of production had been wife and then started to dictate a 

pendent of the rate of production.” located, and ways for their reduction letter. 

Part of Purdue’s Laboratory— 6 
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TELEPHONY BETWEEN SHIP AND SHORE 

(Continued from page 163) 

By sasiren Approsimate method of placement of the frequency doubler by a single-tube am- 

Zr and fill plifier. 

GY WS Power, controlled at a board adjacent to the transmitter, 

I U Vrs is provided by a motor-generator set supplying two thousand 

YSIS 5 SSK volts to the plate of the power-amplifier tube and fifteen 

Yi SS »\ SS volts to the filaments of all the tubes in the transmitter. 

psig Uj \ A low-pass filter in the high-voltage line prevents ripples 
Uy, at audible frequencies from reaching the plate of the power 

Yi fogos. tube. The whole motor-generator set is enclosed by panel- 
ling covered on the inner side with sound-absorbing material 

and on the outer with grounded copper sheet, and is kept 
cool by a stream of air from a blower. 

Road Signals from the shore are received by an antenna just 

e behind the third funnel; through circuits at the foot of 

and Railroad the antenna and in the receiver, any signals picked up 
from the simultaneously operating transmitters on the ship 

° ° are attenuated far below the audible level. In the first 

Building detector the received signals are combined with the output 

of a local oscillator to give beat-frequency signals of about 

Lesson No. 6 of BLASTERS’ HANDBOOK three hundred kilocycles. These are amplified in three 
OAD-MAKING calls for about every kind of | St8¢s and then detected and the voice frequencies are 

Ronine. opening ditches, loosening hard passed to the line-terminal apparatus. Although no filter 

ground in grading, blasting for surfacing and bal- | in the usual sense is used at any point to select the signal- 

lasting material, opening vertical drains, and | frequency band sharply, the interstage circuits of the three 

blasting rock in grading. There are “through | jntermediate-frequency amplifiers are tuned to make a 

cuts” and “‘side hill cuts,” high sides, ridges and | satisfactory discrimination. To remove the effects of “fad- 

“thank you marms,” outfall or discharge ditches, ing’—the slow variations of volume to which short 
and scores of names and strange technicalities ‘ . : 
that never saw the light of day in the average radio waves are subject — an automatic volume control 

engineering text-book. taps the output of the third amplifier, rectifies the taken 
All these practical points of road-making are portion, and applies the resulting direct current, whose 

explained, fully diagramed and illustrated in the magnitude varies with the signal’s volume, as grid bias in 

BLASTERS? HANDBOOK. Not a text-book in the | the tube of the first detector. 
ordinary sense but rather a digest of the experience The voice signals after being detected and amplified by 

of du Pont field service men in practically every | the radio receiver, or before going to the radio transmitter, 

industry using explosives. Admirably supplements | pass through a control operator’s position located adjacent 

your studies of engineering theories. Supplies the | to the radio equipment. The received signals pass through 

kinks and ‘“‘how-to-do’s” that you usually have to a volume control and repeater and the transmitted signals 
spend several years in the field to learn. Handy h h a-sitailar volume conteal and repeater Vishinne 

pocket-size for quick reference; and arranged for pass tirough asian vO"UMe COnU. DEMME: 
easy study. indicators on both the transmitting and receiving sides show 

Used ‘in theselassrooma-and doxmairories: of many the control operator the amount of voice frequency volume 

leading technical institutions. being received and transmitted. By means of the volume 

ie controls a constant volume or level is delivered to the sub- 
scriber and the radio transmitter independent of the talker’s 

volume. Splitting and monitoring keys are provided at the 

control operator’s position enabling him to monitor on the 

cs : circuit and talk on the radio or to the ship’s subscriber 

- \ This coupon sil as required. - 

withoutineurring From the control operator’s position and equipment the 

\ —— "Obligation. WE-2 circuit goes to a special radio PBX located in a room next 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC., to the subscriber’s booth. This operator has splitting and 

See oes muimiiied an te oecies nian sendinieve: copy ot the monitoring facilities similar to those at the control position. 

BLASTERS’ HANDBOOK. ° The PBX operator has also a talking trunk to the control 

NOM iii omanmenn | Operator separate from the radio cireult and a connection 
Student Of toeieeeenecneeenentnentnnnnnnteninninnnnnmnnnnnnennees | tO the ship’s telephone system so persons on the ship who 

COUPEE ccc nneenenennneneenenet NAS OFF coc ons | Called can be quickly located. 

Place: ee seceeceensetneeneeneeeeets SUMUOE ccecsceeenesneennenntnnetnentneee The ship subscriber uses a standard desk telephone which 

EE LL LL. LL. =iMmmm=msss | as a high grade transmitter. The only other difference 

mamma
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from the ordinary subscribers’ phone is that the transmitter HR Sec occas 

and receiver pairs are kept separate and shielded from zo : é : : 

each other. This is done to prevent received signals from JenkinBt ARV EE SATERALWAYE A MAREZO WITH THE CBIAMEN’ SGD 

getting into the transmitter circuit and being transmitted | cer week dD od — Poets 

back to the talker as an echo. | 
Following the demonstration, the ship-to-shore system i \ ‘ | 

was made available to the public. Service will be available al ) F 

throughout the twenty-four hours while the ship is within E ) \\ 

range. Development work will continue, aimed at exten: = Kors \ 

sion of the period of service, and improvement of its quality. | | \eos . \ 
a A 

WIND POWER | "ae y | 
(Continued from page 161) | = = = 

fourth of the spread. The relative power generated by | oT a a . 

each is shown in the table: | Ae. has i 

Windmill Power | : ENS 4 ty 

Conventional. type 2.0.seeencn.. 77 4 ‘ 
Rotor No, 1 ~-------------------100 eee, ee en 

Rotét Noy 2 cessssescsecewsennese 93 . ; 

The wing rotors started in a feeble wind and the direc I rr 

tion of the wind made no difference. A rotor was also Fi&:'108, Jenkins ‘Ssnidard Bronaé Angle Violob; seréiied 

tried with its axis horizontal, but was not so successful 

as with the axis vertical, because the speed was lower and 

the mechanism more complicated. With the axis vertical Where close 

this rotor gave the same Magnus effect with the same 

speed of rotation and same air velocity as a Flettner rotor 1 a 

of equal size. It could be used on ships as the Flettner ‘ contro counts 

rotor is used, but the Flettner rotor, being run by machine . 

is more easily controlled. It has greater resistance to oe +: contol oe te tne a of 

the wind than has the Flettner rotor when stationary, how- oe fa a2 wa is this same quality of im- 

ever, and could therefore be used to drive the ship in the pottence ia she peformance ofa valve; 

direction of the wind if necessary. This increased resist- Jenkins Valves are noted for the close control of 

ance to the wind would probably be a disadvantage for fluid flow they make possible. The high quality of 
its use as a windmill in case of a high wind, Jenkins design and construction always assures a 

The Savenius rotor with its axis vertical has certain valve ‘that Opens wide for a full flow and closes 

advantages however, when used as a windmill. It has leak-tight. Jenkins globe, angle, cross and gate 

greater power over the same projected area than a wind- valves make possible also perfect regulation of the 

mill of conventional design. There is no vane necessary volume of flow in any fluid service. 

because the direction of the wind is immaterial. It is Jenkins are made in bronze and iron, in standard 

simply constructed, and the vertical shaft reduces the medium and extra heavy patterns for practically 

amount of gearing necessary. The speed of revolution every plumbing, heating, power plant, fire protec- 

can be regulated by using a flap to close the opening. tion or equipment service. 

On the 265-ft. tower at Nauen, Savenius rotors will be 

used to drive the Flettner rotors. On the same axis with Send for a booklet descriptive of 

each Flettner rotor there will be a Savenius rotor, which Jenkins Valves for any type of 

will be made to rotate by the wind. The Savenius rotors ‘i building a which you may be 

will be 8 feet 2 inches long and have a mean diameter of ee interested. 

4 feet 11 inches. The Savenius rotors respond to a feeble eh \ JENKINS BROS 

air movement, and their velocity will be regulated by a eae | || so white Street... New York, N.Y. 

flap to close the air passage between them. eo 228 Atlanetc Avenue? “pnpogen, Mass. 

It is impossible to tell just what the limiting size of S48 Washlneioe Boulevarl.. Chicees UL. 

windmills will be. A windmill 350 feet in diameter would Montreal, Canada “London, England 

generate 1,000 horse power. Power can be obtained from 

the wind in practical amounts, but the use of windmills ° 

is an economic question. The original cost of a windmill en Nn S 

is greater than an engine, but the maintenance and operation 

costs are smaller. This is about the same problem that arises VA LV E Ss 

in the development of water power — whether the high in- 

itial cost of water power development will in the end be Since [864 

cheaper than the operating cost of a steam power plant. __
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ee | ee TUNNEL ALIGNMENT WORK OF THE 
[4 "OO | a PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD UNDER 
(tae ee a THE HUDSON RIVER 
i a a | j , Pe (Continued from page 165) 

| 7 ge 7 a i a . i tions of the stations used in this work are shown relative to 
| 4 7 - = i ~ fe A e  . ay ae the shafts, in Figure 4; the stations A, B, C, and D were 
| 4 .e - o LE a ee ~ <a _ 4 marked by permanent monuments, such as those set at the 
Cal ry = a i | : “ 2 _ bases of the shafts. The lengths of the base lines were 

i mS &: Y yy lee ace ‘| measured with 100-foot steel tapes, supported at the 20-foot 
b oa ! Ve «Wi s points and pulled to a tension of 12 pounds by weights 

“ Ur ' \\ “3 S a x over bicycle wheels. The angles at the stations were 
, ee V\ A ae ee [| measured with a Buff tunnel alignment transit with a circle 

: 3 . ae) a 4 [9 | 7 inches in diameter graduated to 10 seconds of arc. The 
. “ae mk 3 aa \) Bee, | method employed was that of repetition; that is, the angle 

\ Vag “ ie 7 4 se oy ee, | was turned off a number of times so as to be mechanically 
\ ay mr oe oes a j | added on the circle and thus allowing the error of a single 
by ines ™ i . «| measurement to be divided mathematically and so greatly 
ae F fP ee ] on ry reduced. The same work of measuring both bases and 
bod | i | . oe | Rew] | angles was done by different parties using different instru- 
co , 4 i Ee a ments as a check. When the bases and angles were thus 

_— a measured, it was a simple matter to solve for the sides of 
unknown length by application of the methods of trigo- 

Wherever Measurements nometry, and thereby obtain the distance between the sta- 
tions at the shafts and hence the length of the tunnels. 

are reckoned in Thousandths With this knowledge, and that of the progress made at 
‘ any time, the engineers could tell the exact distance yet to 

and Finer — be tunneled. . 

I present-day precision work where accu- The same type of transit as just mentioned, “was used 
. . in the alignment work underground. In Figure 3 we have 

acy! figured in terms of thousandths, even shown a cross-section of the tunnel and its lining. At the 
ten-thousandths, of an inch, only the finest top is shown the position of the set-up for the transit. The 
tools can stand the pace, observer stood pon pe Daca In Figure 5 is shown 

: . in greater detail how the transit and stations were arranged. 
To meet the demands of skilled mechanics The scale is attached very rigidly to the top segment of the 

for accuracy in tools, Brown & Sharpe has long cast iron and concrete lining. On the scale is shown the 
produced precision tools which comply with rider with its set screws for locking it at any position on 

8 7 2 ‘ the scale, and its hook from which the plumb bob is the most rigid standards. It isa tribute to this ' Th ae : 
hung. e transit platform is hung from above by heavy 

effort that Brown & Sharpe Tools have become strap iron supports and braces. The instrument itself was 
knownas the “ World’s Standard of Accuracy.” screwed to an iron trivet. The entire set-up was perfectly 

Whether a man’s goal isa foremanship, and rigid. The method of setting stations for this tunnel was 
. . . . . peculiar to the situation. A station was not a fixed point 

heis selecting tools for his personal kit — or his rigidly established at the top or bottom of the tunnel as is 
problem is to lower manufacturing costs, and the usual practice. Instead, a reading on the scale to 
heis specifying equipment for the toolroom — which the rider was set was taken as the location. In 
: ne other words, when setting the forward station when the 
at profits him to insist upon Brown & Sharpe transit is set at the preceeding station, the plumb line 
Tools. Send for complete catalog. Brown & was brought to the proper alignment by moving the rider 
Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I. on the scale. In the handling of the transit while doing 

this, the process of double centering was followed, in 
BS order to eliminate instrumental errors. By this is meant 

|BS that the backsight was taken first with the telescope direct 
(level tube down), and then reversed, with the telescope 

Brown & Sharpe upside down. When there was some lack of the perpen- 
dicularity of the line of sight and the horizontal axis of 

“World’s Standard of Accuracy” the telescope, the two sights would give readings of the 
: scale equal distances on each side of the correct central 

position. By simply finding the mathematical mean of the 

aaa
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TIME—THAT TOUGH OLD TESTER.... 
Meet Time, that tough old tester of everything in this world. To 
his aid, Time calls all the destructive forces of the universe. Years er at 
come and go, storms and sunshine, heat and cold make their This igdened Saeed 
accustomed rounds, while Time, the tough old tester, broods forever Marks 
over the world, trying, testing, destroying. A l # 

Yet Time, the tough old tester, does have his troubles. Against ce 
one material devised by man, Time and his serving-men falter. él i. 
That material is genuine Puddled Wrought lron—the metal of Cann PIPE, 
which Reading 5-Point Pipe is made. Watch for the next coming is) 
of Time, the tough old tester—you can learn about pipe from him. ence 
READING IRON COMPANY, Reading, Pennsylvania Be TRON 

f Voss 
te z GENUINE PUDDLED WROUGHT IRON fio ain SIG 

we DIAMETERS RANGING FROM % TO 20 INCHES a : 

Science and Invention Have Never Found a Satisfactory Substitute for Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron 
SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SS SS TT
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RT TRY iii ined 
eM s a ft 

“is IN aN HAP During the progress of the work, a very satisfactory way 

aes NSCs of illuminating the station sighted upon, was developed. 

i Rs Eight 32-candle-power incandescent bulbs were mounted in 

te ete a box the front of which was made of oiled paper. The 

Lae yee back of the box was opaque. This box was held behind 
\ CG the plumb bob and string and made it easy to bring the 

RAN ) ANG it RS Se, vertical wire of the transit into perfect coincidence with 

ey i ae KI the string. 
SCTE One of the features that distinguished this job of tunnel 

SS surveying was the movable character of the lining of the 

| tubes. As has been mentioned before, a large proportion 

U. d b L d of the material through which the tubes were driven was 

Se ry ea ers of a soft or unstable character. In fact between certain 

$ E I d points concrete piles were necessary, in order to avoid 

m very nN ustry extreme settlement. But in spite of the pains exercised in 

preventing it, some settlement and shifting down stream 

B= METERS, already so firmly did take place. The amount of this movement was de- 

established in the Central Station tected and determined by the tunnel survey. It was 

Field that they are standard equipment found that when repititions of the prolongation of the 

in more than 90% of the up-to-date lines, starting back at the shafts where conditions were 

plants, are now being used more and stable, the stations set on line did not fall at the same 

more by the leaders in every line of in- points on the station scales. Therefore it was necessary 

dustry—where they are reducing the to run lines periodically, and by recording the amounts by 

losses, improving combustion condi- which the results of one survey did not coincide with the 

tions and providing accurate, reliable initial, it was easy to keep a record of the movements of 

and trustworthy data for accounting the tunnel lining. It is obvious that due to these move- 

systems. ments, it was necessary at times to change the direction 

of driving the shields in order to correct for their being 

BAILEY PRODUCTS at places out of line. The repetitions of the alignment were 

Automatic Control Liquid Level Gages made about every three weeks. 

Boiler Meters Manometers In. the details mentioned, and in all operations and 
Coal Meters Multi-Pointer Gages ‘ z 5 : aes 
Draft Gages Presute Recorders equipment employed in the directing of this piece of tunnel 

Fluid Meters Tachometers work, every refinement was adopted. The survey control 

Gas Flow Meters Temperature Recorders was an integral part of the work, and was responsible in 

Gravity Recorders V-Notch Weir Meters large measure for the entire success of the project. 

Write for Bulletin No. 81B a 

NEW PROCESS OF MAKING RUBBER ARTICLES 

Bailey Meter Co. Rubber articles can now be made by a process similar 

Cleveland, Ohio to that by which nickel plating is done. Electric current 

is passed through a mixture of rubber latex with water, 

~~ a es Ce sulphur, fillers, accelerators and other materials according 

a ge? sgh’ ; a A Pa to the requirements of the article to be produced. A 

ei a Res ns Oe | a coating 1400 times as thick as nickel plating can be de- 

™ a ‘ AN | i ly posited with the same amount of electric current. 

Ve cs a 

ie on 2 a > It makes no difference how smart you are, the old cow 

ri eT . ve -™ won't back up to you while you are sitting in the shade 

ee mt i P. ry) bh? to be milked—-Topeka Daily Capital. 
rng etarmecc / nia) 

hs © nal ; A YOUTHFUL STATISTICIAN 

Pe Lg Reel : Old Lady: “Little boy, T'll give you a penny if you'll 

co  . 4 | go on an errand.” 

~ a Son of College Professor: “I'm sorry, madam, but do 

Bailey Meters at Western Electric Co., Kearney, N. J. you realize that every hour lost from study costs me four- 

teen dollars and thirty-seven cents?” 
—Pennsylvania Punch Bowl. 

I
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--+-+++- and Food | 9) 4@:-4iS ial 
wy 7 ere oO id 

e — 

for the Multitudes tna Cor ning Pa 
THe days when every.good housewife baked = | 7 4 

her own bread, and grew her vegetables, a 7 lg : 
and the family produced its own meat passed bee 4 / i 

with the growth of our overwhelmingly urban Ce rg | 
population.  &~ a ; 

[oo UN ‘ f 

Today’s teeming cities are largely dependent am | a rT 
upon “manufactured” foodstuffs. f | ho un le ee E 

: : : : aoe Soe .. Ge = : | 
mes S| ST co A ES << is iy i ii Cn ae ee iS . ; 

TAN ee ao oe a aca : 

ee eo lk yy Wy « 1) cil In a Cuban Sugar Mill 
BT Li 07 RS Ge aN 
i i ' i aes yk po SS SS This economical, large scale production of 
hs HT il i HI iH “— WN A awa. 2 foodstuffs has been made possible largely by 

HA A Y IS sy ONG EAA RH ba those engineers who have developed the 
al MH i oi sgt . NW’ e \ Ca Mechanical Handling Equipment needed. 

na “ a | \ ix ag p In many branches of the food industry, Rex 
al | Wea hi Conveyors, designed and built by the Chain 

i LCL SSS Belt Company, are moving foodstuffs along 
: in a continuous stream today. They save floor 

Ina Banana Warehouse space; save time; eliminate much manual 
. 2 — labor, and contribute generally to increased 

: ‘ ee aon aia production and savings in plant operating 
|e me “i | costs, all of which bring food to the ultimate 

y any a consumer at lower cost. 

: ; « ‘ oa on <a We will gladly furnish information on Rex 
Sk Akg if re Mechanical Handling Equipment as may be 

, ‘ os A Da 2 applied to the industry that interests you. 

| 5; 7 eel ad CHAIN BELT COMPANY 
Pg 3 ‘ee Ly ae 755 Park Street Milwaukee, Wis. | i) ae a - 
i ‘Lo ; f » i- Reg. U.S. 
Ved I Z 4 : Pat. Off. 

Ina Modern Packing Plant Power Transmission ’ Convey ing 
Construction Equipment 

MIXERS , TRAVELING WATER SCREENS ’ CHAIN , 

PAVERS , CONVEYING SYSTEMS 1 SPROCKETS 

ot CHAIN BELT COMPANY 
THE STEARNS CONVEYOR COMPANY. Division of Chain Belt Company, E. 200th St. and St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
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Ft TWO DIMENSION PAPER 
i ““BANK AT THE BRANCH” i (Continued from page 159) 

i This new paper is going to ruin the waste paper basket 
3 ; industry. The paper, being so light compared to the i ’ j industry paper, being g pare 
i eco how S the i tremendous weight of ink and graphite on it, will fall 
i 2 i with the used side down. This will leave the invisible 
i allo wances j imaginary side up, and no waste baskets will be required 
i HERE’S one sure j for storage of used paper. 

i T way to know where i Heretofore attempts have been made to use paper for 
i aad how the:allowance is I clothing, but the stuff was too bulky, and worst of all it 

i going! | scratched. If this new paper is used, and the imaginary 

i oe | side is put in, it will not scratch, unless one’s imagination 
i An account at the | is very wrong. If the wrong side is put out, no imagina- 
i Branch” shows you just | tion will be required. 

| where your money is ! Electricals and other small boys addicted to paper wad 

! spent - - and keeps an |! throwing will find it safer to use this one sided paper, and 
! accurate record for you. ! put the invisible side out. Even the teachers bright enough 
| It’s a service backed by ! to look where the missiles come from instead of where 
| 23 years of experience. ! they hear them land will be up the famous creek against 

| ! invisible spit wads. 

STATE STREET BRANCH ' Several interesting devices will be used in the mill manu- 
z : facturing this one sided paper. We intend to use some 

| STATE BANK OF WISCONSIN of the famous Larson b. t. u. strainers in our stacks. This 

| 5 : will increase overall plant efficiency quite a bit, because 
| State at Gilman | ' i strainers allow only a few of the smallest b. t. u.’s through. 

ji Tj Of course we will use turbines for prime movers. John 
i “BANK AT THE BRANCH” i Mueller has developed an indicator for obtaining turbine 

fe ne tt tt nn Cards. 

| T 
! | 
| BROCK ENGRAVING CO. | | ® ! 
| | | 
! | 
i I 
i Engravers for i 
! ! 
| | 
i . . . 7 

The Wisconsin Engineer 
| 

| | 
| | 

| | 
| I 
l | 
t Fourth Floor, State Journal Building i 
i . : ‘ i 

Madison, Wisconsin ' 
| I 
| ! 

\ | | Pt tt A HH HHH IR HBR HET HR HHH ttt 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write “ = 

errr ae
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1855 ’ SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY ‘ 1930 

“ 

Watering 87,000 horses 
On Horseshoe Lake near Oklahoma City, in a business- particularly by the increased use of electric power by like, compact building, 87,000 horses (figuratively speak- the oil industry. For it, improved valves, fittings, and ing) are stabled... nearly three for every family in Okla- piping, so vital to efficient and economical power pro- homa City. For with the completion of a new unit of the duction, were supplied by Crane Co. Thus in these Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company’s power station at modern times does progress in one industry bring progress this point, the total generating capacity was raised from in another, 
6,930 to 87,130 horsepower. 

40193 m3 ee . . No matter what branch of engineering you enter after To keep these «horses Bpto fall working condition, graduation, you are likely to find Crane piping materials and do it cheaply as possible, is no small Job. Just the essential tools of your profession. In the Crane book, water required is 36,400,000 gallons daily, the equiva- «Pioneering in Science,” is told the story of Crane re- 
lent of eight days’ supply for Oklahoma City. search in metallurgy, with important scientific data and The new generating unit was made necessary by the ex- high pressure and temperature curves. A copy will be pansion of industrial activity throughout Oklahoma and valuable for reference. Let us send you one, 

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS 
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 

NEW YORK OFFICE: 23 W. 44TH STREET 
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety Cities 

mre me M, ° 1 1 ° 
e 

ee. 
ae - lions of Horsepower © 

ee 
F So in Power Units 

ee baa . . : Much of the equipment built by Allis- | Bsn seo To the engineer, the mention of Allis- Chalmers is used in the production of bey — l= Chalmers brings visions of power plants, power as in central Stations, steel mills, | eM a mal of mines, mills, and of countless in- ote: Over eleven Giillton Horsepower: of te 
na ies. : 3 d eam engines and steam turbines, fiv a ce se dustries For this company is producing > inion horsepower of hydraulic turbines if —7 aoe + Power, Electrical and Industrial Machin- and millions of kilowatts in generators i ee ery unique among the great machinery have been built for these plants. The 5 my | f () ~~ manufacturers of the world in its ability Company how hes unfilled orders for i ses as * arge steam turbines and generator units } ee to supply the principal equipment needed totaling over half a million horsepower. oD reg 4: art in the plants of many of our basic in- Some of these units will be among the ‘ | aeatde se ss dustries. largest ever built. 

aon! a 
iv Tit ee FILLIS- CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY y Leer Hii 4 MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. U.S.A. wae 

iil é day . 4 ™ sr a. La - 
ee oe | & we ; 5 ii i Lo <t 

Le ~ ae \" 2 Ae doi ei (itéi ph sy a oe i 

PD ee : te | Doers i : 
a - ck A) | 3 ii iy 

: € bo 7. 
aT ee ae an Te <—e ak pe oe wet] J << LL z be ~ : o ee aaa real | ty | PSSM ae (ee a | ees Nn PS 

ae Sd - i cae
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SIDE SHOTS “Spring is here,” yelled the drunken An Appraiser sent to a certain 

(Continued from page 174) Indian as he jumped up and down home to make an appraisal of the 

An’en sez he: “The three brass balls on the bed. contents. His record shows: 

sn front of a pawn shop mean two-to- —- One full bottle of Scotch Whiskey. 

one that you don’t get it back.” Judge: “I fine you a dollar and ten One bottle of Scotch Whiskey partly 

; ES cents for beating your wife.” full. 

Prof.: “Freshman, why don’t you Prisoner: “What's the ten cents One revolving Persian rug. 

take notes in my class?” for.” —_—_ 

Rat: “My father took this course, Judge: “Federal tax on amuse- “A pretty snappy suit,” said the 

and I have his notes. ments.” baby as he was put into his rubber 

im OO es panties. 

“What a mae town: “What would you do if a horse fell es 

“Unique? : into the bath tub?” Lady (to tough old Tar): How do 

Yes, taken from the ar unus “Just pull out the plug.” you keep from getting seasick? 

‘ j sqaUs: THEA _ 
nije meaning’ horse —— T.O.T.: Bolt my food, Madam. 

. ee He took her about her delicate little —— 

“So you had a scrap with your wife waist and lifted her lightly Into his Uriah, why dost thou whitewash the 

. . arms. Her eyes closed, a wisp of tiele > 

last night? A : & chicken coops: 

“Yes, quite a laughable affair.” golden hair caressed his se His Fie, Oswald, to keep the chickens 

“Laughable?” breath was fanning in her waxen from eating the grain in the wood. 

a 3 . cheek. Suddenly, he set her down al- 
Yes, I thought I'd split when my —_— 

. 5 a most harshly. 
wife took after me with the axe. ie a 5.@ eG 2 POME 

_ Gee,” he said, “it sure is hell to A hundred 4 

“This is the last time II get work in the doll department.” A rn peek poe er tees 

ed,” said the co-ed as the cannibal —Michigan Technic. WECETNEEE WES oe a 

oda 2 ih nto th k tl . A man with powder in his gun, 

chief put her into the kettle. —s 

E — The train is much safer than the Went forth to hunt a deer. 

Maid: “The lady can’t see you just automobile. Yes, the engineer has But now the times have changed, 

now, she’s in her bath.” only the fireman in the cab with him Somewhat along a different plan; 

Agent: “Oh! thta’s all right, you —and thus is able to drive with both A dear with powder on her nose 

see, I sell soap.” hands. Goes forth to hunt a man. 

pe i 

| \ /} h rN 
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on era 

fr) re Modern ia 

Engineerin | | § § | 
: : aE! 

Hinges on Sa 
TL) . : = 

ore Optical Science Aas 

STANDARD BY WHICH 
NDUSTRY today is a rapidly increasing variable with 

Q UALI ui 4 I Ss J UDGED ] mass production to the nth power as its final limit. 

a To the engineer, increased precision in the control of raw 

(74s all forms Co materials, of processes and of fnighes products becomes the 

: vital problem in improving present mass production methods. 

BTM RLU ul |r ber N12 The Brinell Ball Test Microscope illustrated above is only 

VARNISHED CAMBRIC WIRE ann CABLE one of the countless special optical instruments developed by 

Bausch and Lomb to aid the engineer in obtaining greater 

IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE accuracy. 
: Bausch and Lomb will gladly lend their wide industrial 

anp TAPES experience to the solving of your problems by means of 

Manufactured NT special optical instruments. 

ROL FG oo BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO. 
Hm 0) <o5 bad Ley to het 
The Okonite-Callender Cable Co.Inc. Loom 

Mm sol FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,-N.Y. 635 St. Paul St. SOs Rochester, N. Y. 
Cees 

Oe
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A Ny ay / 
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ae — ‘ SPECIFICATIONS ‘| 
aa % ALL MACHINERY = il 

ry 70 BE = i 

oe . _ TIMKEN \4&/ BEARING i 

oo’: A ij 

oS. approveo BY <A PILNMMMA Ef Z| i 
- — : : : a —— ee 7) 

America is sweeping aside obsolete methods and machines. 

Machine buyers and builders have found a modern symbol of protec- 
tion for production, freedom from friction, extended machine life, pre- 
served alignment, reduced maintenance costs...they have found it 
in “Timken Bearing Equipped.” 

To all industry it means that all loads, whether all radial, all thrust 
or a combination of both, are capably carried by Timken. 

Years of proof have brought recognition to this exclusive combina- 
tion: Timken tapered construction, Timken POSITIVELY ALIGNED 
ROLLS and Timken-made steel, and in the years to come, you who 
are student engineers to-day, will find it an indispensable aid in a 
continued national program of modernization. 

Thus “Timken Bearing Equipped” will sweep on as industry’s stamp 
of approval in the drive on wear and waste. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON, OHIO 

TIMKEN ir: BEARING Roller
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PEON in industrial plants and in the pro- SD 
cess industries is dependent to a marked degree ae 2 

upon satisfactory piping. In most instances the type of oP 
joint used in a piping system is a determining factor in jy 
operating efficiency. ZF 

. A. G. DESCH OM 

The oxy-acetylene welded joint has been proved by Notre Dame—1923 
innumerable tests and by thousands of practical installa- Football—1 year 
tions. It has many advantages—simplification of design Track—3 years ‘ 

and construction, economy of installation, permanent Captain—1923 
tightness, ease of insulating and dependability under 27>, — Olympic Team—1990 
the most severe operating conditions. These are of out- ag 
standing importance for high and low pressure steam = ag. op A. R. O'NEAL 
lines, refrigeration piping, gas, water, compressed air ‘Saab Boston College—1926 

and all other types of piping installations. ay Football—3 years 

A properly made oxy-acetylene weld is an integral Ly Baseball—3 years 
‘ « sae Hockey—2 years 

part of the pipe itself. It has the same characteristics of Offices Sudane Council 

strength and ductility. It is 100 per cent. efficient. ser erueen wounst 

From time to time the oxy-acetylene industry 

isinthe market fortechnically trained men. It of Ose staiwanieroradvertsemen leas 

fers splendid opportunities for advancement. turing College men serving this Industry. 

The Linde Air Products Company—The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc.,—Oxweld Acetylene Company—Union 

Carbide Sales Company—Manufacturers of supplies and equipment for oxy-acetylene welding and cutting. 

UNITS OF 

30 East 42nd Street uC New York, N. Y. 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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: a ay : ce * en problems of state, has elected an outstanding engineer to 

: ( ore 5 a ARO the presidency. In other countries the engineer must 

re os 5 _ : similarly stand at or near the helm if this civilization is to 
é ce ‘ See Co survive.” 

i Sea : a Fe Scorgie, Robert, ¢’27, is with the Wisconsin Telephone 

ye - Company at Milwaukee. 
i Ee “| Steel, Beaumont, e’24. Address: 250 Pearl Street, Grand 

2 7 Cease = Rapids, Michigan, 
4 a ie | Streeter, P. Raymond, ¢'25. Address: 129-18th Strect, Mil- 

i sy LP He | waukee, Wis. 
i Mele eaters Ce Wolfe, Harry C., e’26, former editor of the Wisconsin 

Dt oe : a Ce Engineer, is vice-president and manager of the United : a  —_____| Engineer, is vice-president anise © i fe Co States Chromium Corporation at Wil'sinsburg, Pa. 
5 S 8 Wooldridge, Kent E., e’25, M.S.’26, is with the Chicago 

ea ey ele rg oo ; Rapid Transit Company at 72 West Adams Street, Chicago. , ed a ae oS ee Address: 3444 Janssen Avenue, Chicago. 
: Ales le 5 w Soe Young, Orris S., e’27, is with the Western Electric Com- 

iy crea 3 — HL ere le — pany of Chicago. Address: 238 North Pine Avenue, Apt. 103, 

Beat haan ae ow a — Chicago. a 
ay ee aoe pe i oe oe Dewire, Donald S., ¢’22, is with the New York Telephone 

Elie ee ee oo Co. at Albany, N. Y. 
Pe eee : 91. is chi i he ea  . | Hantzsch, Ralph E., e’21, is chief engineer for the Best 

a (2. Mfg. Co. at Irvington, N. J. 
a ee Pe yo oe Gower, Arthur W., e’17, is captain with the 52nd Coast 

pe 3 ot i Artillery at Fort Eustis, Va. 
os ine - — Bohn, Donald E., ¢’21, is with the Aluminum Company 

é YS _ of America at Pittsburgh. 
anaes oo Wolfe, Harry C., e’26, former editor of the Wisconsin 

we F ss | oo Engineer, is vice-president and manager of the U. S. 
a a i rr Chromium Corporation. Address: 121 Carnegie Place, 
oes é  —_ EIEN | Pittsburgh, Pa. 

H i oe Steel, Beaumont, e’25, was married on Nov. 28 to Marion 
18 Poy Stevenson of Milwaukee. 

Gi a hes McCann, William R., e’15. Address: c/o Atmospheric Ni- 

; fae trogen Corporation, Hopewell, Virginia. 
Ry 3 ot 
Lae 0 i E X P L O S IV E S Thomas, C. W,. e’25, is assistant system operator with the 

5 : P| Public Service Company of Northern Illinois. Address: 
Geran | Box 318, Niles Center, Illinois. 

Pa AND THE NEW ERA Andrae, S. C., e’25, is employed in the electrical engineer- 

oe IN TRANSPORTATION ing department of the Consolidated Steel Corporation in 

Los Angeles. Address: 3060 E. Fifth Street, Los Angeles. 
See i ? : 5 ie Buastine a road bed over 6 challenging oe Yok ee e’27. Address: Room 508, 26 Broadway, 

Ro mountain grade; driving a tunnel for an un- Potts, J. Arlington, ¢’23, has a daughter, Elizabeth 
fo derground terminal; wresting metals from the | Roberta, born on Oct. 1 at Milwaukee. 

Co earth for rails and equipment; quarrying stone Brooks, Ralph R., ¢’26, is in the railway control depart- 
A — to be used for ballast—in these and many | ment of the Westinghouse Electric Company, whtre he has 
aw v0 other ways, explosives ushered in a new era been working on the design of the “VA” type control for 

= by in tr tati Net ie of subways street cars, and the application of dynamic breaking to 
LF a ansportation . . . Networks of subways; | ont trolley service. 

fees e tunnels which open undeveloped empires; and = ______ — 

igs a highways and railroads that link North, South, MECHANICALS 
ited East, and West are among the monumental achieve- Foster, Dean E., m’06, writes thus: It is a wise son that 

a ments made possible by explosives ... Not only knoweth his own father, — or it is a wise father that 

. . . showeth his true personality to his sons; or it is a lucky 

in transportation, but in many branches of indus- paper that can publish the low-down on its alumni as re- 

try, explosives are helping to accomplish greater | vealed through their sons. Said John Foster (aged nine): 
things that we may enjoy a richer, fuller civiliza- | “Is daddy a civil engineer?” Said Walter (aged twelve): 
tion... And in these achievements of industry, | “No he is a mechanical, Wisconsin ’06.” John: “Then he 

Hercules explosives have played, and will continue is not civil?” Walter: “I’ll say he is not civil!” Address: 

to play, an important part As an engineer, 1001 South College, Tulsa, Okla. 
’ . uu ' Wadt, Charles G., m’84, ME’89, died recently at his home 

you probably will want to know more about | i, Wauwatosa following a heart attack. 
explosives — how they are changing our civiliza- Maurer, C. N. (Bubbles), m’16, until recently traffic engi- 

tion. Write for a copy of “Dynamite—The New | neer for the Wisconsin Highway Commission, is sales pro- 

Aladdin's Lamp.” motion engineer for the Heil Co. of Milwaukee. 

Campbell, Claude W., m’22, is factory manager for the 
HERCULES POWDER COMPANY Automatic Washer Co. of Newton, Iowa. 

(Incorporated) Edwards, Bruct V., m’09, is with the Industrial Develop- 

* ment & Securities Corp., at Sewaren, N. J. Address: 221 

enone 941 KING STREET, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE | Ridgewood Road, South Orange, N. J. 

aaa
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eas) FOSHAY TOWER—MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. FoR OY 
~ Magney & Tusler, Architects 

se 

Unusual Design Feature of 
e e 

Twin City Skyscraper 

HE Foshay Tower, Minneapolis, Minn., is designed alon y Pp s: & 
unusual lines. It will be one of the unique landmarks of q 

the Twin Cities for many years. 

The builders of this novel building have provided for the & Pp 
most advanced form of Vertical Transportation by installing 
Otis Signal Control elevators, which will provide high speed 
intensive service throughout the life of the structure. 

i Oo . 8 : B25 op : 2 eee eo 

_ OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 
—p —s—s«sOFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD aye 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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| Yen | A Trial Tri 
a a el 

hee on Tes 
( von ELECTRIC is constructing and 

testing four synchronous marine motors and 

other electric equipment for the two new 

$5,500,000 Ward liners to Cuba. 

Long before the maiden voyage, an earlier voyage, 
JOIN US IN THE GENERAL . * 

ELECTRIOHOUR, BROADOAST in effect, takes place in the G-E plant, where each 

EVERY SATURDAY AT 9 P.M., motor is subjected to tests approximating and 

EiSis ‘OW A) NATON-Wibe often exceeding actual service conditions that may 
N.B.C. NETWORK 

be met on the seas. 

Experienced as well as recruit Test men carefully 

( -FENERAL note the responses of the big synchronous motors 

to saturation, synchronous impedance, core losses, 

E | 1K " rRIC . phase characteristics, heat runs, static impedance, 

voltage wave forms, and high-potential tests. 

The testing of synchronous marine motors is but 

one of the aspects of the electrical industry in 

which college-trained men who come to General 

Electric every year are engaged. 

95-738DH GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK oe ES EE C6 OM BA Nien _S CMR IN GT ADS NB WORE 
SR SE a ESE SD TEATS 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write 
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